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KINETICS OF VAPORIZATION OF SODIUM CHLORJJ)E 

Joseph Eugene Lester 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
and Department of Chemistry, 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

The kinetics of vaporiza~ion of sodium chloride single crystals 

. into vacuum. have been investigated using microbalance and mass spectro-

metric techniques in the temperature range 450°C to 650°C. The total 

e-vaporation rate from the (100) face of high purity single crystals of 

low· dislocation density (etch pit count '" lXl0
6/cm2

) "ras found to be 

lower than the maximum. rate calculated from the equilibrium pressure 

by a factor of two. The activation energy of vaporization for these 

crystals -was 52.6±1 and 62 .. 1±1 kcallmole vapor for the monomer (NaCl) 

and dimer (Na2c~) molecu~es, respectively. The monomer to dimer ratio 

3 in the vapor is given by log MID ::::i .... 1.17±.2 + 2.0±.lXlO jT. The total 

rate of vaporization and the activation energy of vaporization were 

dependent on the dislocation density. The evaporation rate of crystals 

having etch pit densities of .~ 107jcm2 w'as equal to the maximum. equili-

brium. rate. These crystals had activation energies from 2-4 kcaljmole 

higher than the cryst'als with low' dislocation densities. The dependence' 

of the vaporization rate on the presence of various cation and anion 

impurities have also been studied. A model of the vap~rization mechanism 

of NaCl is presented and discussed. 

r 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The vaporization of solids has been the subject of many studies 

since the early 20th century. MOst of the investigations have been studies 

1 2 of the solid-vapor equilibria,' primarily, studies of the vapor pressure 

of the solid. . These studies w'ere performed to establish thermodynamic 

properties of the sUb.stance. Relatively little attention has been paid 

to the kinetics of the vaporization reaction) that is the steps by which a 

solid constituent breaks away from the latticeOh the vaporizing surface. 

Recently, se~eral investigations3 have shown that the actual rate of 

vaporization into vacuum can be as much as several orders of magnitude 

.low·er than the rate calculated from equilibrium pressure measurements • 

. However, the only studies which attempted to correlate the evaporation 

behavior to the properties of the solid state have been performed using 

4 5 676 8 As20
3

, 8, As, I P, and CdS.: A review' of the probable mechanisms for 

the vaporization of these materials may be found in the literature. 9 ,lO,ll 

Reviews of the theoretical approaches to vaporization kinetics and 

of the role of crystal imperfections in crystal growth and vaporization 

. 9 12-14 may also be found in the literature. ' 

The purpose of this investigation w'as to explore the mechanism of 

vaporization of ionic solids which do not dissociate to the elements upon 

evaporation, in particular, the alkali halides. The availability of single 

crystals of reasonably high purity, which are essential for definitive 

11 vaporization studies, makes these materials attractive for study. In 

addition their thermodynamicl5 and electrical properties16 are well known. 

Another advantage is that the potential energy of an ion or molecule in the 

" 
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! 
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crystal lattice or at the surf'ace can be calculated to. areasbnable 
.' .. . 17.;..20 

accuracy using semi-classical techniques..· Thus, anexperimenta~ study 

of' the evaporation kinetics of the alkali halides should be complementary 

to the development of a theoretical model of the kinetics of vaporiza:tion 

of' ionic solids. 

We have studied the evaporation behavior of' the (100) face of sodium 

chloride single crystals under a: wide range of conditions of the solid. 

This face was chosen because it is known to be the most stable crystal 

face (a crystal cut to another orientation and allow·ed to equilibrate 

will facet to expose (100) atomic planes). The solid vaporizes according· 

to the dominant net reaction 

NaCl (SOlid) ~ (l-X) NaCl (vapor) + x/2 Na2C~ (vapor) . 

. In the temperature range of our investigation (450°C to 650°C) and under 

the different vaporization conditions the dimer is roughly 5-30 mole % 
of the vapor. The monomer/dimerratio is somewhat greater for conditions 

of free vaporization into vacuum . .than for vaporization from an effusion 

22 
cell. . .. 

In order to explore the kinetics and~mechanismof NaCl vaporization 

the following studies were performed.. The total evaporation rate of one 

face of a Single crystal w·as measured as a function of temperature using 

a vacuum microbalance. The vapor composition and the vaporization acti- ~ 

• vation energies of the monomer .arid dimer were determined using a mass 

spectrometer. We have investigated the effect of lattice defects (dis

locations) and the effect of certain impurities CCa++, Br:-', OH-, 0;) on 

the vaporization rate and vapor composition. Ultra high purity NaCl crystals 

were grown from zone refined crystals in order to study the vaporization 
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kinetics of impurity free material. 

We found that dislocations changed both the activation energies and 

total evaporation rate of NaCl, and that divalent cation impurities 

affected the activation energy. Anion impurities had no observable effect. 

We also present a possible mechanism for the vaporization of sodium 

chlo.ride which is in accord with the available data. 

\ 
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II. VAPORIZATION MODELS AND THEORETICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 

The purpose of this section is to examine the current state of the 

theory of ,evaporation kinetics. The discussion will not attempt to be 

complete, in that there are several good review' article s in the field. 9 ,11 

All of the theories which have so~ght to explain the kinetics of vaporiza-

tion from the properties of the solid have used a monatomic solid as their, 

mOdel. These theories consider only the movement of atoms in ~ space and 

in general, are based explicitly or implicitly on an equilibrium model. 

It has been shown ,that these theories do not apply to the vaporization 

of II- VI semiconductors where a charge transfer or redistribution 

process if "rate limiting".ll It is doubtful whether they are applicable 

to the vaporization of ionic solids but their consideration is w'arranted 

, because they illustrate the general approach to vaporization behavior 

of solids" 

The earliest attempt to explain the rate of vaporiz'ation of a solid 

:was made by Langmuir. 23 From the kinetic theory of. gases thet'ate at 

which moleCules in a gas strike a unit surface is given by: 

dN ' ,2, dt (molec/cm,sec) = p ;;/4 v (1) 

- ' * where Pv is the gas density J and v is the ave,rage gas velocity. Using 

(1), the' ideal gas equation,andassuming the velocity distribution to be 

Maxwellian, then 

* A list of definitions of symbols used may be found in Appendix D. 
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,dN ( , )-1/2 
~ = P '2Jf mk T dt ,eq (2 ) 

'wherem,is the weight of a molecule of the gas. Langmuir postJ].lated that 

the evaporation rate of a solid into vacuum w'as given by Eq. (2) .. ' This 

11 assumption has been proven not t~ be the case for a large number of solids, 

and indeed, there is no !! priori reason why the number of molecules 

evaporating from a surface under non-equilibrium conditions should be equal 

to the kinetic theory expr~ssion; (Eq. 2).24 

Neuman25 has considered th~evaporation rate of a surface of N s 

molecules, all having a heat of vaporization Ev ' assuming that the energy 

distribution of the particles is Maxw'ellian.. He found for a system of 

harmonic oscillators: 

_dN~_ = ( kT )1/2 
N dt ' 27T m 

s 
-€ o e ( 

-hVi/kT)-l 
l-e 

where € is the zero point energy of the sol~d. The denominator is o 

equal to the vibrational partition function of the solid <'ib. Equation 

(3) can be written as! 

',-dN ,'V 

=~ 
( 4) 

c 
<tyib 

'v v 
Qirans Qint 

e 
-E/RT 

c c 
~ib Qint 
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where . '. 

<Xv is t,he vaporization coef'f'icient. Thus, the. rate is only equal to the 

equilibrium rate, in this approx~tion, if the internal partition functions 

of the solid and vapor are equal. Since Q,~nt includes the rotational, 

vibrational, and electronic partition functions f'or the vapor and Q,~nt 

includes only the rotation .and e:Lectronic partition functions, then <Xv 

f'or a polyatomic molecule cannot be unity in this model and should be 

apP!oximately <Xv = l/~ib • 
26 . 21:' . 

Kossel and Stranski postulated that the surface of' a crystal is 

non-unif'orm energetically and that several characteristic atomic positions 

are important in growth and vaporization phenomena. Figure II-l show's a 

model of' a simple cubic lattice w·.ith these sites labeled. The most 

important position is the so-called "kink" or "half'-crystal" (position 

1/2 in Fig. II-l) as the removal (addition) of' an atom f'rom this position 
, 

constitutes a repeatable (site se;Lf'-repl1cating) step in the vaporization 

) 
~ . 28 . 

(growth of' the lattice. Burton, Cabrera, and Frank have calculated the 

equilibrium concentration of' "kink" positions in steps occurring on the 

surf'ace of' a simple solid taking into account (nearest and next-nearest 

neighbor interaction energy in a simple cubic lattice or face centered 

cubic lattice). They f'ind tl:'lat d ,the mean distance betw'een kinks, is 
o· 

(6) 

where a is the lattice spacing and w
l 

is the formation energy' of' a single 

kink. For a (10) step on a (lOO).f'ace of' a simple cubic.lattice with 

.. 
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only nearest neighbor interactions! 

W' IV 1/6 E lc 

where Ec is the energy of crystalliza.tion of the ,lattice. ,At Ec/kT = 241 

How'ever, they also show that, for low index faces on crystals having 

nearest neighbor and/or next nearest neighbor interactions, lattice steps 

are not an equilibrium feature but must arise from dislocations or other 

'. . 29 
non-equilibrium imperfections. Hirth and Pound· have used this model of 

the crystal surface to calculate the rate of vaporization. The assumptions 

in their derivation are: 

1) edges of the crystal serve as ledge sources and the edge spacing 

is large compared to the ledge spacing. 

2) the energy of an atom is proportional to the number of nearest 

neighbors. 

3) the number of kinks, in, and atoms at a ledge are equal to their 

equilibrium number. 

Theyi'ind that .surface diffusion of atoms away from the ledge is important 

in establishing the vaporization rate in this model. The derivation is. 

long and will not be repeated here,; the .results for ex , the vaporization v 

coefficient, aret 

where 

equals the mean free path for random walk of an adsorbed atom on a close 

. '.J 1 

. , 
i 

v" 
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packedaurface, v = vibration frequency of a~oms on the metal surface, 

* . 
Ds = surface self":diff'usion coefficient, M 'des'" free energy of activation 

~ordesorption of an atom from surface to vapor, and ~ represents the 

average spacing betw'een monatomic ledges on the surface. For the values 

of i../i. calculated in their derivation: 

(8) 

Thus, a should be l/3 ~hen a solid vaporizes into vacuum.and should increase v 

to unity when P = P • .eq This result will only be valid (in this approxima-

tion) when the density of ledge sources other than crystal edges is small. 

Of course, the application of these results to a real crystal depends upon 

the applicahility of the hypotheses to the crystal. Several investigators 

.. . 3031 
have found that the ledge spacing on alkali halides is pressure dependent· , 

and it is also known that the energy of an ion in the lattice depends on 

more than its number of nearest neighbors, thus the hypotheses seem not to 

fit the alkali halides. 

These.calculations indicate that the evaporation rate will be pro-

portional to the area of the. sample only .when the dislocation density of 

the solid is lo~' enough to make a negligible contribution to the total 

ledge (step) length on the crystal surface. For higher dislocation 

densities, a shouLd approach unity. Hirth and Pound32 calculated that v . 
~ 6/ 2 a screw' aislocation density of 10 cm is necessary before a would become 

v 

---'~ ____ ~_~ppreciablY_la.!'ger-than-1-/-3 .. -A-t-t-h1-s-point,-one-mu-sot comment---:c:na t this 

is essentially an equilibrium theory which has been modified to account 

for the displacement of the system from equilibrium.. The validity of 

the theory depends on how' strongly dependent the concentrations and rate 
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'. 
constants (energies of motions) are on the evaporation rate .and structure' 

of the surface. 
. , 

Es sentially the state of evaporation theory ,is such that the gross 

features may be explained but the atomistic picture is incomplete. It is" 

hoped that the acc~ation of experimental information on the evaporation 

.kinetics of solids of different types (ionic, molecular, metallic, covalent) 

w:Ul allovt the formul·ation of a realistic model of solid vaporizations. 

It is informative to consider the conditions necessary for the 

activation energy to be equal to the equilibrium energy of vaporization, ' 

if the final desorption step is the "rate limiting step" •. Let the 

vaporization of a solid be considered to occur as a. series of simple 

reactions: 

k 
A(1/2) ~ A(.e) 

A(2)~' A(s) 
k4 

k 
A(s) ~5 A(g) 

.6 
* 

:=e 

-.6]'0' 
.]2 

..,6,F0 

k /k6 = K = e 56 5 5 . 

where k i == vi 
-Ei/RT 

e ' , 1/2 = ... kink or half-crystal position,! :::. ledge, 

s ;, surface., g ;:. gas, A(n) = concentration at n, and viis a frequency 

factor. Then, if the system is in equilibrium, 

or 

&g) 
A(k) 

d in A(g) 
dl/T 

.~, . 

" 4' .. 
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Now if the flux from the gas to the surface is zero (free vaporization) .' 

but one assumes that all the preceding reactions stay at equilibrium, then . 

and 

thus 

-(L\F;2 + 6F34 + E;)/RT 
A(g) = A(k) v

5
e 

d .en A(g) 
. lIT 
d 

I::< 

':'(6H;2 + Lill34 + E;) 
R 

Therefore, for the measured activation energy of vaporization to be equal 

o *. 0 

to 6Hv' E5 = 6H56• This implies that there is no energy barrier to 

desorption of the molecule from the surfac~. Therefore if this last 

desorption step is to be "rate limiting" (all previous reactions at 

equilibrium) it must be because the pre-exponential factor in this rate 

constant is small. Then, the evaporation coefficient and condensation 

coefficient cannot be exponentially temperature dependent 'because there 

is no energy barrier to either process. 
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III. CRYSTALS 

A.. Pure Commercial Crystals 

The majority of the sodium chloride single crystals used in t1l.is 

research were purchased from the Ha.r s haw Chemical Company.)) Theywere 

optical grade crystals of nominal 99 .. 99% purity and were single crystal. 

The pieces -Were approximately 2 c'm) in volume and w'ere bounded by (100) 

cleavage planes. This last fact made orientation of the crystals quite 

trivial. The crystals w'ere purchased in two lots. Both lots were analyzed 

for cation impurities.. The second lot was also analyzed for some anion 

impurities. The concentrations of cation impurities were almost identical 

in the two lots. The result.s of the analyses are shown in Table III-I 

(Lots I and II).. The anion impurity concentration brings the actual purity 

level down to about 99.95%. The Harshaw crystals were grown by a Bridgman)4 

. technique under a nitrogen atmosphere. A nwriber of the pieces in the second 

lot seemed to have low angle twin boundaries on some faces and were not used 

in the evaporation studies.. These crystals w'erecleaved to the appropriate 

sample size J or annealed at 500°C for 16-36 hr in a quart,z tube which had 

been sealed off under vacuum and then cleaved to size for use in the 

vaporization experiments. 

B. Crystal Purification and Growth of High Purity 
!'!aCl Single Crystals 

Because of the high anion impurity concentration in the Harshaw 

crystals which w'as suspected of being responsible for the irreproducibility 

of the early experimental data, it was decided to grow some crystals by 

a modified Kryopoulos)5 technique. In order to reduce the bromine and oxygen 

containing impurity concentrations the reagent grade starting material was 
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Table III-l Impurity analysis of sodium 
chloride· crystal.s used. 1 

!t· 
Lot I II III IV V 

\;,' 
Description Harshaw: Harshaw Semi- Zone Br 

Element Refined doped 

Impurity 

Al p.< 1 P<l 5 lID ND 

Ba lID < 4 lID < 4 lID P < 10 P < 10 

Ca P < 1 P<l 40 lID ND 

Cd NA NA <'20 ND <20 ND 

Cr 4 3 30 ND < 1 ND < 1 

Cs ND < 50 ND <50 NA ND < 50 ND 

CU P < 1 P<1 10 lID < 1 lID <1 

Fe 1 1 7 P<l P<l 

K 20 15 NA 5 8· 

Li 15 15 NA 15 P < 1 

Mg P<1 P < 1 ND < 1 P<l P<l 

Mn ND < 1 ND < 1 10 lID lID 

Ni lID < 10 lID < 10 20 lID < 10 lID 
\ 

Rb lID < 4 ND < 4 ND ND lID 

8i 1 1 50 5 5 
Sn . NA NA < 10 lID ND 

Ti NA NA < .10 lID lID 

Tl ND < 1 lID < l lID ND ND 

Br NA 200 NA 29 0.35% 

F NA 50 < 10 28 

'" I NA NA <5 <5 <5 
0*(2) , . NA 520 <5 <5 <5 

~----. ~--
--------------

1. Concentrations in ppmunlessspecified. P = present,lID = not 

detected, NA = not analyzedfor 

2. All oxygen containing impurities 
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',I. 

zone refined under an atmosphere of HCl gas according to, a procedure developed' 
, ' 6 

by Warren~ The hydrogen chloride gas aids the removal of bromine and 

oxygen containing anions by chemical reaction. Removal 'of the reaction 

products from the region of the salt is accomplished by condensing them 

on a cold (-78!lc) surface. This zone refined material w'as then used as the, 

melt from which a crystal was puD;ed using a Harshaw crystal as a seed. 

The procedure is outlined below 

,Zone refining was done in the apparatus shown in Fig.. 111-1. The 

" 

,furnace tube and sample container are quartz (28 and 24 rom OD respectively) .. , 

The furnace tube had a quartz-to-pyrex graded seal to the pyrex O-ring, ' 

joint outside the hot zone. 'The sample tube was sealed'at one end. The 

joint was sealed with a teflon O-ring and the stopcock betw'een the gas 

handling system and the furnace tube was of pyrex-teflon construction. 

Thus, when the stopcock w'as clo.sed only pyrex; quartz, and teflon are in i; 

contact with the corrosive gas. The O-ring joint had to be ground and 

clamped with flanges instead of the ordinary joint clamp in order to keep 

it from leaking during the zone refining.' The gas handling system was 

stainless steel, copper and brass. The furnace tube was wound with a 

coil of nichrome ribbon of approximately 10-ohms resistance. The ribbon 

was made by rolling 16 gauge nichorme wire to about 2 ... 1/2 mm width. Then 

the coil w'as covered by a single layer of asbestos paper (except for a 

slit the length of the tube which was left uncovered so that the sample 

could be seen). A 36 rom OD quartz tube w'as used as an outer jacket in 

order to keep the asbestos paper in place. The coil was heated by A.C. 

power from a 220 V. 20A. Variac. No attempt w'as made to regulate the 

tempera ture during the zone re fining. The hot zone was formed by a fire 

~ f , , 
\ 

i 
i 
i 
f 
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Fig., III-I Crystal purifying and zone refining system 
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brick which had a hele in it fer the tube to pass threugh. The brick 
, , 

was meunted on a trelley which w'a~ pulled aJ..eng a track by a wire and 

a pulley arrangement. 

The re fining precedure was as fellews. The sample tube was filled 

with reagent grade salt and put in the.furnace tube. The O-ring j6iIit 

was sealed and the system pumped clewn te less than lOll with the liquid 

nitregen trap (LN trap) ceeled and pumped:'on at this pressure fer more 

than two hr. Valves Z and Y (see Fig. III-I) w'ere clesed and I atm RCI 

(cemmercial grade) was let in through valve U. Valve Y was 'Opened and 

the RCI cendensed inte the LN trap. Valve Z was 'Opened and the nen-

cendensable (at TIoK) gases pumped 'Out 'Of the system. The pressure was 

" 

returned te less than lOll, then Zwas clesed and the,LN trap warmed until 

the pressure was abeut 1/2 atm. Valves Y and X and the stepceck D were 

clesedte iselate the refining chamber frem the manifeld. The LN trap 

was chilled and theRCl left in the manifeld cendensed inte it; the trap 

was removed from the manifold and' the gas disposed of ina hoed., This 

procedure remeves mest 'Of the oxygen and w'ater Vapor from the gas. The 

furnace tube was w'armed slow'ly, w·ith dry ,ice in the reservoir, until the 

temperature 'Of the tube reached abeut 600°C (about 24 hr was used). Quite 

a bit of ice was formed en the glass W'all between the furnace tube and the 

dry ice reserveir during this heating. A gas changew'as made at this 

peint. T?e stopcock and valves X and Y w'ere 'Opened to condense. the RCI 

into the liquid nitregen trap. Then the dry ice reservoir was emptied 

and w'armed se that the ice fermeclduring the heating w'as' transferred 

te the LN trap. Valve Z was 'Opened and :the system pumped down te less 

than lOll_ All the valves w'ere closed and the LN trap remeved to a hoed 
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'and emptied. 'It wa.s,replaced on the manifold and the system pumped down • 

. Then the system was refilled with' HCl by the same procedure used for the 

original filling. The temperature of the f'urnace tube was increased to 

700±30°C and a zone pass was made. It is not necessary to close the end 

of the sample tube because the zo~e wa.s stopped before the end of the tube 

w'as reached and the unmelted salt kept the melt in the tube. The 

temperature in the hot zone was not measured, but the molten zone was about 

10 cm long. The forward travel speed of the trolley was 0.7 mmJmin. After 

one pass the gas was changed again. Then, six to ten zone passes w'ere made. 

The last pass was made at about 0.2 mm/min. The furnace tube :was cooled 

slow'ly to room temperature and the RCI pumped out. The tube w'as back filled ' 

with nitrogen and the sample removed. This material was unsuitable for 

vaporization studies because it contained bubbles of HCl gas which had 

been dissolved in the melt. It was also highly strained and had ,stuck to 

the tube in several places. This zone refining procedure produced crystals 

with an order of magnitud)! low'er bromine and oxygen impurity content. 

An analysis of a typical zone refined sample is shown in Table III-I.' 

This material w'as used as the melt from which the final crystals were 

pulled. 

The apparatui for the crystal pulling is shown in Fig. 1II-2. The 

tybe was pyrex. The crucible to hold the melt w'as platinum and the 

crucible p.older was quartz. The tubes used as seed holders and crucible 

ho~der support were stainless steel (Type 304). A chromel-alumel thermo

couple passed thro~gh a feed-through at the bottom of the support tube 

to a copper commutator arranged so that the tube could be rotated and the 

temperature measured simultaneously. The bead of the thermocouple w'as in 

contact with the bottom of the crucible. This thermocouple served as the 
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sensor for a temperature controller which controlled the R.F. generator 

heater pow'er level. The ,seed was attached to the stainless steel tube 

by a platinum holder and platinum w'irethrough a ,hole drilled in the seed 

crystal. 

Thegrow'ing procedure was as follows .. , 'The crucible w'as filled with 

the zone refined material and a seed attached to the upper tube. The 

crucible w:as put in the holder and the upper joint greased and sealed. 

The system was pumped out with a liquid nitrogen trapped mechanical pump 

and filled w'ith high purity dry nitrogen gas twice. Then nitrogen was 

allow'ed to flow slowly through'the system for about an hour. The R-F 

generator was turned on and the crucible heated to 500°C. It w'as kept 

at this temperature for about an hour to drive off any adsorbed water. 

Then the temperature was raised to 820:t20"C to melt the salt. This w'as 

done as quickly as possible to minimize the evaporation of the NaCI charge 

with consequent coating of the py:rex tube growth chamber.. Then the cooling 

air to the upper concentric tubes which held the seed w'as started and the 

seed was dipped into the melt. At first the end of the seed melted. The 

seed-melt interface vl'as w'atched carefully and the temperature adjusted 

slightly until no more melting occurred and growth started. Crystal grow'ing 

continued until about 7 to 8 cm of ,crystal had grown. The crystals had a 

rectanguJ.ar cross-section with rounded corners. The minimum dimension was 

approxima~ely 1".5 cm. An analysis of one of these crystals is ,shown :!-n Table 

'III-I (Lot .IV). The bromine and oxygen contents are, as expected, .appreci,ably 

lower than those of the Harshaw' samples. 

G. Doped Crystals 

Sodium chloride crystals were· deliberately doped w'ith several 
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,', ... 

impurities in order to determine, whether or not changing the concentrations 

o1'these impurities had any e1'1'e<:!t on the evaporation rate, activation 

energies 1'01' monomer and dimer evaporation, and/or the monomer to dimer 

ratio. 

1)' Calcium doped crystals were obtained from Semi"';Elements Corpora

tion. 37 These crystals had a reported calcium content of' approximately 

103 ppm. How'ever, the analysis (shown in Table III-I) indicates only 40 

ppm mole % of Ca. 

2 ) Oxygen doped samples were prepared by heating 1.><1><2' em pieces 

of Harshaw' NaCl in an oxygen 'atmosphere at 75o±lOciC• The oxygen flow' rate 

w'as 5-10 cc/sec at one atmosphere. Treatment'times of 20 hrs to 170 hrs 

were used. It has been 'Postulated38 that the oxygen enters the crystal by . 

the 1'ollowing mechanism: 

Kanzis?8 and Kanzig and Cohen39 have shown that in oxygen doped KCl 

crystals there is a paramagnetic ,impurity center on a chlorine site in the 

lattice at a concentration of ~ 1015/cc• They assigned this impurity as 

0; oriented so that the 0-0 axis is in a (llO) crystal direction. It is 

reasonable to assume that oxygen behaves similarly in sodium chloride. 

3) A bromine doped crystalw'as grown by the same Kyropoulos method 

that was used to grow the pure sodium. chloride crystals. The starting 

sodium chloride charge w'as not zone-refined. Sodium bromide analytical 

reagent grade granular crystals were used to provide the bromine content. 

The salts were miXed and then melted under a nitrogen atmosphere in a 

platinum crucible. The crystals 'were grown using Harshaw' crystals as 

seeds. The crystal used in the experiments was grown from a melt containing 

." ~ 
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0.5 mole percent sodium bromide. The analysis o~ the crystal is shown in 

Table III-I •. 

D. X-Ray Irradiated Crystals· 

X-ray irradiated crystals were prepared by exposing a Harshaw crystal 

to un~iltered x-ray radiation ~rom a tungsten target (operated at 20 rna 

cathode current and 50 XV) ~or 1.5 hr.· After treatment the crystal had 

the typical yellow· color characteristic o~ sodium chloride crystals 

containing F centers (electrons trapped at chloride ion vacancies). After 

the crystals had been left at room temperatuxe ~or 16 hours the crystal had 

a bluish color •. The color change is believed to be due to the migration and 

aggregation o~ the excess sodium into aggregates o~ colloidal size. The 

irradiated sample was colorless when it was removed ~rom the mass spec-

trometer a~ter the evaporation experiment. . No detectable absorption bands 

were found in the range 8,000 A to 3,000 A. It is apparent from this 

change that the excess sodium must diffuse rapidly out o~ the lattice at 

40 the evaporation temperature. 

E. Strained Single Crystals 

. Straining a sodium chloride single crystal beyond its plastic yield 
, 42 

point introduces dislocations into the lattice. The purpose o~ this 

treatment was to study the e~~ect o~ dislocations on the vaporization 

phenomena of NaCl. Strained cryst~ls were prepared by a) compressing the 

crystal beyond its plastic yield point (Fig. IIIa), or b) bending the 

crystal (Fig. III_b).4l,42 

The crystal bending had to be . done under w·ater to keep surface 

:. cracks from propagating and the crystal ~rom breaking under load. Com-

pressive loading proved to be a more reliable and a more easily controlled 
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method of introducing dislocations into the lattice. The dislocations 

introduced by compressive loading w'ere notu:niformly distributed throughout 

the lattice. They tended to appear in "Slip bands" between which we~e 

areas of lower dislocation density ~,A .. discussion' of the •• ' 

mechanisms by which dislocations may be generated and move in a lattice 

, may be found in the literature 43 ~r in several textbooks. lJ2,44 

After deformation the surface of the crystal was mechanically polished 

then chemically polished in a 5o%ethanol-5o% water solution. 'They were 

then etched to develop etch pits at dislocation terminations on the sur-

42"45 
face.' " The etching solution used was 0.3g HgC12 in 1'.000 cc absolute 

ethanol.45 Thi,s was prepared as a stock solution of O.3g HgC12 in 100 c~ 
ethanol then diluted 10:1 for use. In order to get the proper etching 

action the solution had to be freshly prepared. The crystals w'ere etched 

2 minutes then rinsed in absolute ethanol. Photomicrographs were taken on 

a Zeiss Metallographic microscope ,using obliQ.uely incident reflected light. 

If there was e. large variation in,the number of etch pits on a surface, 

several areas were photographed and the results averaged. This was the' 

c'ase for the deformed crystals. The, unstrained Harshaw' crystals had a 

fa,irly uniform etch pit density and in most cases only a single picture 

was taken. Etch pit counts for several crystals prepared under different 

conditions are given in Table III-II and a typical micrograph in Fig. 

1II-4. 
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EXPERDtENTALAPPARATUS AND PROCEDURES .: . . . 

One of the basic experimental problems in this research is to 

detexmine the rate o,f evaporation into vacuum of each of the vapor species 

from a sample at a known temperature. A vacuum balance combined with 

prope~ sample area measurements and temp,erature measurements can be used 

to determine tne total vaporization rate of the slUIlple; however, it yields 

no information about the vapor composition. A mass spectrometer can 

determine the vapor composition,; how'ever, it must be calibrated in order 

to obtain absolute vaporization data. Both of these detection methods 

were used in this research since their results are complementary. 

A. General Apparatus Design Considerations 

There are three basic design considerations which must be applied to 

vacuum vaporizationt 

1) Minimization of the e.ffect of the ambient environment on the 

sample, 

2) Reduction of the flux o~ vaporizing molecules back onto the 

sample to as low' a level as poss;ble, 

3) Supply of a heat source of geometry and pow'er such that the 

surface temperature of the sample is closely approximated by the bulk 

temperature of the sample. 
. , 

1) . The first condition impiies that there should be no materials 

in contact with the sample which could alter any of its chemical or 

physical properties. First, the sample holder should be unreactive to 

the sample material and second the background gas should not contain any 

components at pressures sufficient to effect the sample. It has been 
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noted by several peoplell ,52 that diffusion pump oil molecules on the 

surface of a sample may drastically impede the vaporization processes. 'A 
6 .•. . 

pressure of 10- torr is sufficient to create a monolayer of adsorbed 

species per second, if all the impinging molecules stick. 

The sample holders in this research were made of platinum and/or 

high density graphite. These .materials are thermodynamically inert toward 

NaCl. We maintained the background pressure such that t~e background flux 

striking the sample· .. w'as at least an order of magnitude belOW the evaporation 

flux of sample material. 

2) It is possible to rigorously evaluate the fraction of the vapori-

zation flux which will retUrn to the vaporizing surface in certain 
46 

geometrical shapes. It is necessary to assume some form for the conden-

sation coefficient of the molecules on the w'alls. In our case w'e are only· 

interested in the order of magnitude of the returning flux, soa much less 

rigorous calculation will SUffice .. , Consider the geomet.ry shown in 

. Fig. IV-I.. The sample is vaporizing only I'l'om the surface S. Thenassume 

that" instead of coming from the sample, an equivalent.,':f'llix ,is . even~ distributed 

across the tube in the plane of S. - That is, assume that the tube, from 8" 

a length equal to half the length of the furnace (nn),is the orifice 

of a Knudsen cell and that the pressure is low enough for molecular flow 

to prevail. Then one can apply the Clausing factor to get the transmission 

ratio of the tube. 

where Wc = f(n). 

J W = flux out v c 

J (l-W.) ;::: returning flux v c 

For n =~10; W = 0.2 and for n = 5; W = 0~5 .. c c 
So that 

. ~ , 
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J -.5 J to.8 J ret v v 

Now the sample intercepts a £raction of this flux, equal to the ratio 

o£ its area to the area o£ the tube, therefore the fraction of the 

vaporization £lux which returns (eventually) to the sample sur;face is 

~d2/D2. Thus, one w'ants to keep the sample cross section as small as 

possible with respect to the tube cross 'section. Problems of maintaining 

a good temperature gradient in the furnace limit the diameter of the 

furnace tube to about 1/10 to 1/15 of the length of the furnace. In our 

, 2 2 
case, the sample area was about 0.1 cm and the tube area about 7 cm ; 

therefore, the m8.ximum return flux w'as 0.014 J .. 
v 

3) When the sample vaporizes heat is taken from the solid by the 

vaporizing molecules.. There is al;so heat loss to cold walls by ra9-iation 

and conduction loss through the sample supports. Since it is undesirable 

to put a thermocouple directly on the vaporizing surface temperature with 

a temperature measured elsewhere on the sample. 

Assuming that the heat is supplied to the crystal by radiation then 

the pow'er absorbed by the crystal is 

where E is the emissivity o£ the surface, KSB is the Stefan-Boltzmann 

6 -5 -2 -1 -4 . 
constant = 5. XlO ergs em sec' K 

TF is the ,furnace temperature 

TB is the bulk sample temperature 

A is the surface area of the sample 
s 

PF is the power input £rom the £lirnaae 

p is the power loss by vaporization v 
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" 

* The heat loss due to vaporiza, tion is P
v 

==.M, R where R is the rate 
v v v 

"of vaporization in moles cm-2 se(!-l. Assuming.6H = 50 keal/mole and, ' 

R = 10-6 (about an order of magnitude higher than any observed flux) then 
v 

- -6 -1 p= 2XlO ergs sec 
v , 

If this is'the only heat loss then, 

Experimentally, by imbedding a thermocouple 'in the sample,we found 

'liB = Tf ; 6°K at this temperature ... 

To get an estimate of the gradient from the bulk to the evaporatmg 

surface assume that the heat flux is incident on a plane, A, 0 .. 5 em "from 

the vaporizing end. Let p = 2Xl05 ergs sec-I; then P = KL .. 0.:5 v, ,v -~"E 

(TA -TS) whe,re K is the thermal conductivity of the vaporizing substance. 

. ' -1 -1 ci -1 5 - 8 5 ( ) Let K = 0 .. 02 cal sec cm C then 2xlO ~ xlO x.l TA-TS ; TA-TS = 

.25 ci C. Thus, for materials with reasonably high thermal conductivities 

' .. ;..-

the surface temperature lowering due to vaporization should be negligible ~ 

; 

at these vaporization rates. 

; 

, : 
( 
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B. Microbalance System 

The microbalance used for the weight loss measurements was made, 
" 4 .' 

in part, after a design by Honig and Czandera 7 (Fig. IV-2). Designs of 

. various types of vacuum microbalances and design considerations for the 

pivotabl null balance which vre constructed may be found in the literature. 48 

This type of balance had the advantage of being rugged and able to. support 

relatively heavy loads (,., 1-2g) while still having good sensitivity 

(weight changes as small as l~g have been detected). The beams are made 

of I rom quartz; the pivot points are 0.10 in. tungsten rods electropolished 

to a .001 in. radius tip; the end pivots are;003 in. tungsten wire 

stretched w'ith about a 3- pound lO,ad while being attached to the beam. 

Both the cente.r pivots and the end pivot wires are held in place by 

epoxy cement of a very low vapor pressure type. The pivots were made 

co-planar to w'ithin ± .. 0005 in .. by using a flat table and precision blocks. 

First the center pivots were attached so that the three center beams were 

horizontal and so that the center of gravity of the balance w'as b~low the 

pivot points. If the center of gravity is above the plane of the pivot 

pOints then the balance does not have a stable equilibrium position. Also 

the center beam ends w'ere adjusted so that they were approximately 

co-planar wtth the pivots. After the pivots had been cemented and the . . .,." -~ .. 
• • " \1.. 

cement c.ured, the end pivots w'ere positioned so that all pivot points 

were co-planar to w'ithin ±.0005 in.. Then the end pivots were'cemented 

in place. After the whole assembly had been cured at 60°C for 24 hr, 

the alignment was checked. Fixing the plane by one end pivot and the 

center pivots, the other end w'as 0.0005 in. ± .0003 in. above the plane 
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vdth no load on the balance. The center pivots were supported by 

quartz cups having a parabolic cross-.section nea..rthe bottom. Beam 

arre sts were placed on the balance support frame to limit the motion of 

the beam to ~2 mm vertical motion at the arrests. This prevented the 

pivots from hitting :the walls of the support cups. A better pivot system 

: 48 
can be built using sapphire bearings, but this simple system seemed to 

. perform adequately. 

The balance was used ,as a nill device. The restoring force for 

a change in sample weight w'aa produced by a magnet and solenoid. The 

magnet was made of two pieces of .. 020 in. diameter· "Cunife" wire 1 in. 

long sealed in glass. The solenoid was J2,500 turns of No. 34 copper 

w'ire wound on a 1/2 in. diameter by 2 in. long form.. The magnet was 

suspended from the balance inside the vacuum while the solenoid was 

out.side the vacuum. The solenoid w'as positioned so that the top of 

the magnet was about 5 mm above the tope of the solenoid. This position 

gave some damping of the balance motion. Solenoid current was provided 

by the circuit shown in Fig. IV-3~ A Leeds and Northrup Millivolt, 

potentiometer w'as used to measure the voltage drop across the standard 

resistor .. 

The balance was mounted on its support frame in a 50 mID pyrex tube 

as shown in Fig.' IV-4. Both magnet and sample w'ere supported by quartz' 

fibers w'ith hooked ends.. The rod,-A in Fig. IV-4 had a hook on its end 

BO that the sample support fiber (and sample) could be lifted off the 

balance and up about 10 in. , This provision allow'ed the sample to be 

removed from the hot zone of the furnace when the temperature w'as changed 

....... 
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and while the temperature of thef'urnace·· reached a. new. steady state , thus 

conserving the sample. 

The position of the end of the balance beam with respect to the 

null point of the balance was determined by observing a fiducial mark on 

the .beam with a 40 power measuring microscope wtth a ndcrometer scale 

eyepiece41 The balance could be nulled to ±.005 mm vertical displacement 

8 cm from the center pivot which is 6X10 -5 radians.. The null point can 

be picked arbitrarily since the re-storing force, not the deflection of 

the beam, w:as used to measure the w·eight change. 

The balance was calibrated using a set of w·eights which had been 

weighed on a Mettler Microbalance~ These weights were used to increment, 

the weight on the sample side of:the balance. All weighiIigs W·ere made 

with the system pumped down to P< lOJ..L pressure. The voltage across the 

standard resistor was measured. The balance sensitivity is therefore 

expressed in mv/mg and S is l8.o6±.1 mv/mg with the 50-ohm standard 

resistor.. Unbalancing the beam by 1 division (.025 mm) on the microscope 

scale and using the above sensitivity yields the sensitivity expressed 

in the usual terms: (J == b8/6 mg where e is the angle of the beam to the 

horizontal, thus (J = 6e/[6mv/ s]. One diVision on the microscope scale 

-4 
equals 3XlO radians and is equivalent to 6 mv = 1.59 mv. Therefore, 

C1 = 3.4 milliradians/milligram~ ·01' course, the practical sensitivity 

is the imbalance needed to cause. a unit displacement on the measuring 

scale which is 0.09 rng/div. The accuracy of any reading is not better 

than C1 ~ 6X10-5 rad. = .02 mg becausF! of the error in locating the null 

point. A b.alance calibration plot is shown in Table IV-I. 
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Add.ed wt •. 
mg 

0.00 

2.292 ± 

4.672 ± 

10.488, ± 

13.208 ± 
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Table. IV-I' Ba1anoe calibration 
. (11~:?-66) , 

. Pot. reading. 
mv 

17 .. 70 ± .. 3 a 

.002 59~01 ± .1 

.002 102.93 ± .1 

.002 . ····206.16 ± .06 

.002 256~29 ± ,.07 
; ..•. ',.. 

.002 
, '. 

'v' , 

'. "." ,,,, 

" .. :. 

.' . Sens. .' 

.:.~' . 

!:::,mv l!'srng . 

17 .. 94 . 

18.24 

'17.96 

. '18.067~', 

.'18.13 

....• " 

," ~'.' 

"';,"' 

. ',- -. 

18.06 ± .1 mv/mg 

1 div of set on 
me scale 

.. " 

a . 
Error estimate is not reading error .but variance 'from reading to, 

reading after balance arrested. 
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The vacuum system consisted of a NRC chevron baffletl.'apped 6 in. 

oil diffusion pump backed by 'a 51./ sec mechanical pump. The system could' 

be pumped down to 2XIO-7 torr and all runs were made w'ith the pressure 

-6 below' 2xlO torr. 

The furnace used in these experiments w.as a Hoskin Chromel wound 

furnace. The w'indings were more closely spaced near the ends of the 

furnace to reduce the temperature gradients at the ends. The temperature 

profile at the center of the sample tube is shown in Fig. IV-5. The 

temperature was measured with a pt-lo% Rh/pt thermocouple having its 

reference junction in an ice bath. ,'A Rubicon thermocouple potentiometer 

w'as used to measure the voltage and the conversion tables published by 

the National Bureau of Standards were used to convert to temperature 

readings. Thermocouples we.re checked at the melting point of lead (327.4) 

and aluminum (659.7). Any necessary correction:was applied to'the 

measured temperature to obtain the actual temperature. In a preliminary 

experiment a thermocouple was imbedded in a sample and placed in the center 

,. 

. iii" 

of the sample tube. The difference betw'een this thermocouple arid;;one;.,at.'tAched to 

the outside of the sample tube was measured at several temperatures in 

the .range that the vaporization w'as to be done. These differences are 

shown in Fig. IV-6. The outer thermocouple was used to determine the 

temperature of the sample during the actual experiments. The temperature 

of the furnace w'as controlled with a Honeywell 7086A temperature con-

troller. The maximum oscillations w'ere about±3 °Cat the highest 

temperatures used. The temperature oscillation period (20 sec) w'as 

short compared to the ti~ betw'een weight measurements ( > 3 min) so 

that the effect of the oscillations are averaged out. The exposed area 

,\.. 
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, 2 . 
of a sample was measured to (±O.lmm) before and a.fter a rl,Ul •. This 

accuracy corresponds to about 3% 6f the area • 

C. Mass spectrometer System 

In order to determine the composition of the vapor coming from the 

evaporating sample a system containing a mass spectrometer was built. 

The system is shown in Fig. IV-<1. The major parts are 1) the quadrupole 

mass spectrometer, 2) sample holder, heater, and, beam defining slit, 

and 3) vacuum system. 

1) The mass spectrometer is an Electronic Associates, Inc. (EAI) 

Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer, MOde1200. 49 It is show~ schematically 

in Fig. IV-~. The ionizer section is described by EAI as an axial beam 

ionizer since it is capable of accepting a molecular beam on the axis of 

the quadrupole. How'ever, it is not used in this configuration in this 

system. Instead, the molecular beam from the vaporizing sample enters 

the ionizer perpendicular to the quadrupole axis. Those molecules in the 

beam that are not ionized continue on their path through the ionizer and ., 

strike a cold (20°C) wall of the vacuum system. This orientation of the 

molecular beam is desirable because the sensitive dynodes of the electron 

multiplier are not exposed to a high flux of condensable neutral molecules 

from the beam. The ionizing electrons are produced by a Pierce50 type 

filament arrangement. The electron beam is in the shape of a sheet of 

electrons and it also enters the ionizing region perpendicular to the 

quadrupole axis. The angle between the velocity vector of the molecular 

beam and that of the electron beam is about 50 degrees. The ions that 

are formed by electron impact in the ionizer are then drawn out into the 
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'. 
quadrupole analyzer alongits'ax1s" 

~ .~.' ',' 
> 

This geometry ailow.s the maximum interse<!tion.volume ·of the molecular 

beam and electron beam while causing the unionized beam to strike an un-

:, important surface. 
.:". 

The. analyzer section of the mass spectronieteris a' set of quadrupole 

rods. By applying the proper voltages to the rod' pairs, (Fig. IV-'S), this.' 

system can be made to act as a filter! only'particles with a given mass 

to charge ratio (m/e) will have bounded trajectories through the analy~er,,'. 

, i. '. The conditions for a stable orbit have been analyzed by Pau151 and are 

summarized .in Appendix A. The results of the analysis are that the 

If 

condition for stability is 

thus 

'. where 

. ·2 2 m = 0.136 V Jr. r 
.0.0 . 

V, 
0 

is the R .. F.' voltage in volts 

r is the rod spacing incm 
0 

f is the freq.uency in m.c~ 

.' , 

Thus by fixing Vl/Vo and f where Vl and Vo are the amplitudes' of the' 

R4F. + D.C. voltages respectivel~and f is the R.F. frequency and 

sweeping V one can bring linearly (with voltage) all the masses within,', 
.0 

a range ~nto a stable orbit. This' type of analyzer has the advantage of 

not needing magnetic fields (thus,no hysteresis problem) and rapid scan 
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rates (10-150 .AMu in 50 ms). The. scanning capabilities w:ere not· utilized 

in this .work. The instrument als? has no critical aperture alignment 

problems and transmits a higher ratio of the ions formed of a given 

species than does a magnetic deflection machine of equivalent resolution. 

The disadvantage of this type of analyzer wtth respect to a magnetic 

deflection type is that it does not have a fixed transmission ratio as a 

function of ionic mass. That is,. tlie fraction of ions (of a stable mass) 

incident upon the analyzer which gets through the analyzer to the detec-

tor is dependent on the ionts mass." The cause of this effect is dis-

cussed in Appendix A.and a method of calibrating the instrument in order 

to correct for this transmission ratio is given in Appendix B. 

The iOllB are'de.tacted with a 14 stage eu-Be dynode electron multi

plierwhose output is measured by-either a Keithley 610 B electrometer 

or 416 ~icoammeter. -Finally the signal is displayed on a strip-chart 

recorder. A Vidar data acquisition system has also been used to convert 

the output signal to digital form~ These data, along wtth other 

experimental information necessary to data analysis (temperature, etc.), 

were punched on tape for analysis by a computer. 

2) The sample holder and furnace section of the system is shown 

in more detail in Fig. IV-9. The sample holder is a high density 3/4 in. 
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dia.m~ter graphite cylinder 'With a 1./4 in. diameter by 3/8 in. deep hole 

in the top. A 3.5X3.5 mm sample Wrapped in pt £oil just £its into this 

hole. The graphite block sits on three tungsten rods. A ptjpt-10% Rh 

thermocouple is held by pressure against the side of the sample. Place-

ment of the the:rmocouple is not critical as .any point in the 1/4 in. hole 

is 'W'ithin ±1.5°C of the indicated temperature. This thermocouple is 

passed through the vacuum w'a.ll and used for both controlling and reading 

the temperature of the sample. 

The heating furnace 'Was made of a free standing coil of. 020 in. 

molybdenum 'W'ire 1 in. in diameter and 8 in. long. The coil 'Was supported 

at the ends by ceramic :aupports 'so:,that .it 'Was elect:rically insulated from 

the Vac\lUmchamber", :It .w'as s:ur:rounded ,by. thre~ concentric .002 in. thick Me 

radiation shields. The coil was heated byAC current from the secondary 

of a 411 stepdown transformer. The temperature w'as controlled by a 

Honeyw'ell 7086A Controller to better than ±2 °C. 

There is a slit approximately 10 cm above the sample 'Which de£ines 

the size o£ the .molecular be.a:rn. It is 3 mm wide and 4 rom long. The slit 

is movable and connected to a micromete,r through a belloW's. In its 

"open" position the slit allow's a molecular beam o£ the size of the crysta.l 

surface to pass through to the ionizer region. When the slit 1s moved to 

its "closed lf position, the ionizer cannot "see" the sample. Thus when the 

slit is "closed'l the flux~ from the crystal cannot add to the ion current. 

The flux when the slit is IIclosedll is taken to be due to the ambient 

background. 

3) The vacuum system W'as built of 304 stainless steel. Flanges, 

'Were of the Varian Con Flat type (knife-edge-crushed Cu gasket). Everything 
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used in the main vacuum challlber has characteristics suitable for obtaining 

ultra-high vacuum and cm be baked to a.t least 250°C. The 'systemwas 

. pumped by.a 250 £/ ~ VacIonPump and rough-pumped by Ulteksorption p~s. 

Pressure -is measured by a Varian "Nude" Ionization Gauge.. After baking, 
i. 

the system has a base pressure (furnace off) of less than 10-9 torr. 

After the furnace had been heated- to 600°C f'or an hour the pre.ssure w.as 

:"8 
usua.1.ly less than 2X10 torr. When the furnace had been on more than 

. -8 
24 hr the background;'pressure was generally less than 10 torr in the 

sample section. 

A gas handling manifold is part of the system. It is pumpecl. by 

the sorption pumps and has valved connections for three gas sources. 

The.re is a gold foil leak between the manifold and the main challlber. A' 

bakeable valve is in the line from the leak to the main system so that 

the manifold can be CO,mpletely isolated. 

D:" Experimental Prooedure 

1. Crystal Preparation 

The Harshaw' crystals w'ere prepared for vaporization stUdies by one 

of the follow'ing techniques: 

a)' A crystal w'as cleaved into 5X5XIO :mm pieces which w'ere put into'. 

a quartz tube .. 
. -6 

The tube was pump~d down to about 2xlO torr and the 
.1-

section containing the crystals sealed off' undervacu'llDl. The tube w'as 

then put in a furnace and the crystals annealed at 500°C for 16 to 36 hr. 

These annealed pieces were then cleaved to yield vaporization samples 

about 3x3x6 rom to 4x4x6 :mm in size. These samples w'ere etched in methanol 

-10% ~O and then wrapped in' platinum foil so as to expose only one of 

the ends. These samples w'ere used for microbalance measurements. 
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b) A crystal was cleaved into sample size (approximately 3x3x6 mm) 

pieces which were used after methanol-1Cf{o ~O etching for 15 sec. These 

samples, as all samples, were tightly wrapped in platinum foil so as to 

leave only one face exposed.. This preparation was used for both micro-

balance and mass-spectrometric measurements. 

c) A crystal w'as cleaved to size, etched i:i:l a 50% ~0-5~ ethanol 

solution for 5-10 seconds, w'ashed i:i:l absolute ethanol, and wrapped in 

foil. ' 

One of the samples used in the mass spectrometer w'as annealed in dry 

nitrogen rather than vacuum at 75CoC; this sample is labelled 1I58(100)A~ , 

A...~er annealing the rest of the preparation w'as the same as c) above.' 

All of the doped or Kyropoulos grown samples were simply cleaned, etched 

in 50% ethanol-50% ~O and wrapped. Samples for the weight loss experiments 

were measured before and after the w'eight loss measurements to ±O.l rom 

accuracy. 

2.. Weight Loss Experiments 

A typical microbalance experiinent ,proceeded as follows. The 

sample was cleaned and wrapped in pt fOil, mounted on the sample support 

fiber and platinum wire weights added so that about 20 mg of sample could 

be evaporated. The system was'pumped down, usually overnight. The furnace 

was heated and the temperature allowed to stabilize. The sample was Im\1ered 

into the furnace and its support fiber gently hooked over the balance 

pivot wire. Weight loss measurements were taken at this temperature. The 

sample was pulled out of the hot zone and the temperature changed. After 

the temperature stabilized the sample was again lowered into the furnnce 

alld !!lore vleic;ht loss mcaQtJrements were taken. This procedure wa.s repcRted 

until the allovlable vlcight had vaporized. Then the furnace was cooled, 
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. . . 

the sample "W'as removed, the plati~rlUm foil trinmiedback even w'iththe . 
,:,!. 

crystal surface, the sample repIa,ced' and . sufficient weight;ll.dded wallow 

. another 20 mg to vaporize. The system was pumped down ana.moremeasuTements'~ 

'W'ere mad~. 

3. ,Mass Spectrometer Experiments: 

Because of .the adverse effect of long periods of ~xposure to the 

atmosphere on the electron multiplier in the mass spectrometer, this 

system is kept evacuated even when not in use. The usual schedUle 

followed when changing samples and performing an experiment on this 

equipment is outlined below'. 

The f'urnace must have been off at least 2 hr. The Vaclon pump and " 

ionization gauge are turned off •. , Check the mass spectrometer to see 
. . 

that the filament ahd all high voltages are off. Fill the sorption PllIllP 

dewars 'W'ith liquid nitrogen. Before letting the system up to atmosphere 
I 

make sure that the valves. on ~.sides of the leak are closed. Attempting 

to fill the system with one of these valves open 'Will rupture the gold 

foil.. . Let the system up to atmosphere with dry nitrogen and leave valve' 

open so that the gas will flow'. Loosen the sample flange in order to 

take out the old sample ; slow'ly, so that the quartz sleeve insula.tor around " 

the sample holde~'is not pulled off the sample holder. The flange must 

be supported while the sample is changed so that the T/C feedthroughs· 

are not disturbed. A piece of 2-1/2 in. pipe does nicely. Change sample~, 

making iure that the thermocouple junction is touching the sample and 

held there. Put the sample flange back in place with a new gasket and 

tighten it. Release the over pressure of nitrogen that has built up 

and close the backfilling valve a . Open the valve to the first sorption' 

,.' 
' .. 
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pump which should have been chilled for at least 20 minutes. It should 

take about 30 minutes for the system to pump down to less than 501l- When 

this or lower pressure is reached, close the first and open the second 

sorption pump valve. When the system pressure is below' 51l, start the 

VacIon pump. If the system does not get to 51l but is less than lOll and 

the second pump has been pumping at least 20 minutes, start the VacIon 

pump anyw'ay. When the pump has fully started, turn it on "protect" and 

-6 tUrn on the ionization gauge. When the pressure is below 5X10 close 

the bakeable valve between the manifold and the system. Make sure the 

cooling vrater to the sample section is disconnected and the tubing 

drained. Turn on the ''bake-out'' control and set the furnace controller 

to about 250°C (Variac at 25). The thermocouple leads must be connected 

for the furnace controller to go on. After the bake out,preferably while 

the system is still warm, out-gas the ion gauge and turn on the mass 

spectrometer filament. Heat the furnace to the desired temperature range. 

Only after the furnace gets to temperature should the cooling water be 

connected. This al~ow's a last outgassing of the sample section w'alls. Turn 

on the mass spectrometer so that the voltages and oscillator frequency can 

stabilize. Put ice in the Tic cold junction dewar and connect the extension 

wires for temperature reading to the feed throughse The mass spectrometer 

system-data acquisition system interfacing and an abstract of the program 

to convert the paper tape to a useful format are given in Appendix C. 

During the actual measurements the temperature was set and allowed to 

come to the set point (- 15 to 30 minutes after the original heating 

period) then the intensity of the ion flux was measured for each of the 

ions of interest w'ith the slit both "open" and "closed" so that background 

contributions to the signal could be subtracted out. In the case of 
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.: ,'+ . + + ." 
sodium chloride, these ions were mas s 23 (Na )". 58 (NaCl ), 81 (Na2Cl ) •. ' 

The mass spectrometer had a lower usable limit to the electrometer signal 

current of about 3xlO -12 ~t the anode (collector) of the multiplier. This 

limit is the current at which the signal to noise ratio is about one~ It 

is set by multiplier noise and photoelectron generation at the first 

multiplier dynode by the light emitted by the electron emitter filament. 

Assuming that the multiplier had again of 105 then this current corre

sponds to 3xlO -17 a =' 190 ions / sec hi tt ing the dynode of the mult iplier. 
, -6 

The ~pper limit of the usable current (10 a) corresponded to a flux 

of about 10+17 molecules -cm -2 sec -1 leaving the surface of the sample 

and is the upper bound of the molecular flow region near the sample. 

Thus the instrument can be used to measure five orders of magnitude var-
. 

iation in the molecular flux density. 

The mass spectrometer was run with the following ionization region 

parameters: electron energy = 30 eV, emission < 0.2 ma, electron trap 

voltage = +35 eV, trap current = 50 ~, ion energy = 6 eV, focus voltage = 

-28 V. For taking the ion appearance potential data the trap voltage was 

lowered to 10 V so that the electrons would have a'narrower energy spread. 

* The resolution of the analyzer was set at 100 so that the mass 81 peak 

had a negligible contribution from its neighboring peaks. A typical 

background spectrum is shown in Fig. IV-IO. The sodium chloride peaks 

occur at "windows II in the normal ba~kground which is a definite advan-

tage at low fluxes. The background is subtracted from the ion intensity 

by "closing" the slit and taking only the difference between the open and 

closed positions as being signal due to molecules which originate from the 

* Width of 81 peak at 1/2 height, i.e"., m/6m1/ 2 at m/e = 81. 

", ,; 
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both while 'increasing the temperature' be"t~~enintensity.measurements and .'. 

while decreasing. There was no observed. difference .between the.intensities 

taken going up or down in temperature which could be attributed to lag in. 

the sample responding to temperature changes. In the case of some of the 

strained crystals differences betwe~n intensities. taken early in the ex-

periIl1ent and those taken later could be found, however, these differences 

were -attributable to changes in the morphology of the crystal surface!/> 

Generally about 20 to 30 intensity and temperature measurements to the 

signal from each ion were made during an experiment., 
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V. ANALYSIS OF EXPERJl.1ENTAL DATA 

A. Microbalance Results 

The vacuum balance measurements yield the w'eight, w, of the sample 

as a function of time and temperature. The time derivative of the w'eight, 

w, is the rate of weight loss. This time derivative is found from the raw 

data by taking finite differences.. Thus, we have assumed that the rate is 

constant over the time interval of the measurement~ Actually, because of 

the temperature oscillations the rate oscillates; however, these oscillations 

are small and their period is short compared to the measurement period, 

thus they average out. 

The rate of vaporization, w', is divided by the geometrical area of 

2 
the vaporizing surface to obtain the rate R (mg/cm sec). The (100) face 

v 

samples were cleaved so that all the surfaces are mutually perpendicular, 

therefore, the dimensions of the exposed face will be constant throughout 

the experiment. This geometrical surface area was taken as the vaporiza-

tion area on all of the microbalance samples. This does not mean that we 

believe that the number of evaporation sites is equal to or directly pro-

portional to the geometrical surface area. The surface of a sample rough-

ens visibly -"during vaporization as shown in Figs. V -1 and V -2. This 

roughening produces an unknown increase in the exposed surface. All of 

the crystals showed similar behavior as far as macroscopic surface topology, 

thus the geometrical surface area should be an adequate normalization , 

factor. An apparent pre ssure, pI, can be calculated from this rate by 

use of the Langmuir equation (Eq. II -2) 

(1) 
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Fig. V-l Micrograph of typical sample before 
evaporation xlOOO 

Fig. V-2 

XBB 670 -61 95 

Micrograph of typical sample after 
evaporation X 1000 
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where M is the molecular weight of the vaporizing material. 

. "-2 (I )1/2 pI (torr) =1. 72xlO R T M 
v 

21 
In the case of sodium chloride the vapor consists of more than one species . 

(only the monomer (Mx:)~ dimer (~X2) have significant pressures), thus 

one must use the actual average molecular weight in Eq. (2). The relative 

fractions of. monomer and dimer molecules in the vapor were found to differ 

from crystal to crystal (Sec. VI), and, in any cas'e have a temperature 

dependence which is. not w'ell known, therefore w'e. have chosen to assume 

that the vapor consists entirely of monomers and take M = 58,,5 g/mol 

when computing pI by Eq. (2). If the relative abundance of the monomer 

and dimer in the vaporization flux are known then p~ and Pn may be 

found from pI by 

pI = Pl(l + 2a )-1. 
M ,2 

where a2 = the ratio of dimer flux to monomer flux 

PM = monomer apparent pressure 

Pn = dimer apparent pressure 

The rate R obeys the Arrhenius expression 
v 

-E;lRT 
R = Ae , v 

f 

* where Ev is the activation energy of vaporization. 1hus, 

. * 
log Rv = log A - E./RT ln 10 

Using Eqs" (2) and (5) w'e have 

(4) 
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, .... log pI ,= 10g'A .;. E-l'~T ln, 10: +.l!210gT+ const., ' . 

. Now" 

theref'ore, 

d log R' 
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·d log .p' 
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Within the accuracy of' 01U' experiments (since E- 50;000 cal',and . v, '.' . , 

T ,.. 800 0 K) one .may assume that 

d log pI _ 
=...;~~- =: 

d liT 

'* -E . 
v 

R In 10 

. .... 

B. Mass Spectrometric Data"": 

. (6) . 

- : '. 

The mass . spectrometer ion .currents cannotbe"·!i1.rectlYConverted to " 

. , molecular f'luxes l;>ecause the ion.peaks may have several mo1ecu1arprecu.r

·sors. 53 Also, because of' instr~enta1 problems, the mass spectrometer 

was not calibrated to yield abso~ute ionic or molecular f'luxes. However 

the various ion c1U'rents may conveniently be used to obtain the vapor 

composition and activation energ+es of' each of' the vapor components. 

The. ion peaks which were observed in the NaCl mass spectrum were 

.:' 

" ," 

"" ," 

!." ,-

.... -' 

m/e = 23, 58 .. 60, 8i, 8,. 
Na+ :;::23 

'NaCl+ ~58, 60 

Na2C1+ ~ 81, 83 

The chlorine containing peaks have the properch1brineisotoperatio.. 

Berkowttz and ChuPka54 reported ~ Na3c~ ion in the spectrum of' NaC1 

~ ... , ". 



vapor from a Knudsen 'cell, but its intensity w'as less than 1"/0 of the 

+ 'NaCl ion at the highest temperature used. In the case of NaCl the 23, 

58 J and 81, peaks w'ere measured for temperature dependence and vapor 

composition studies .. 

Electron impact could fragment the vapor molecules of the alkali 

halides in several w:ays. For example, in the case of the dimer: 

~~ 
'- + 0 + e ~'~X + X + 2e 

~~ 
- + -+ e ~~X + X + 2e 

+ '. 
~~ + e- ~ MX + MXo + 2e 

;". 

~~ + 
- ., + . 

e ~M + MX + XO + 2e 

and the monomer: 
.. + -MX + e ~ MX + 2e 

Thus the dimer could contribute to both the MX+ and M+ peak as 'W'ell as 

+ the ~X peak. If this fragmentation can be suppressed by using low' 

energy electrons then one can separate out the ion intensity due to each 

parent molecule. The ion currents as a function of electron energy 

(appearance potential plots) for.sodium chloride are shown in ,Fig. V-l 

for low electron energies. As can be seen there are no definite changes 

of slope in the curves whi.ch would indicate the onset of some high energy 

fragmentation process. The appearance potentials for all three of the 

ions are similar.. Therefore, nothing is to be gained by using low energy 

ionizing electrons. It would be impossible to work at electron energies 

low' enough to eliminate the fragmentation because of instrumental limitations. 
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The low'est practical electron energy in our mass spectrometer is about 

15 ev. The actual experiments were run at 30 ev electron energy. 
6 ' 

Fortunately, Gorokhov, et al. 55,5 have, devi:sed a ~J'ay of determining the 

contribution of the dimer to each of the low'er mass peaks by use of a 

double oven effusion source for the vaporization of sodium chloride in 

their mass spectrometer. The ion efficiency curves for the sodium 

chloride ions are given in ,Fig. V-5. Their results are expressed by the 

following equationsl 

where ~£ is the;contribution of the £th molecule to the kth ion current. 

'+ +" + ) ~ (k = 0,1,2 refers to M , MX J and M2X J respectively. The results 

with 70 ev electrons for sodium chloride were t aOl = 2.35 ± ,0.08; 

I. ± + 'I. a02 = 0,2Lto 0 .. 12 J and aU = o. 17 - O.OLto .. Thus, 

neglecting the trimer concentration entirely .. ,The Na2Cl+ (dimer) ion 

current is less than 50% of the monomer current thus contribution of 

the dimer to the mass 58 peak is less than 10%. The mass 81 peak is 

assumed to be due entirely to the, dimer. , , 

The ion intensities given in,the next section are the experimental 

ion intensities. They have not been corrected for any instrumental or 

other factors except for isotope ratios. 

The ion current due to a molecular species may be related to the 



apparent pressure of the species in the beam by 

where Pi = the .apparent pressure, 

+ + Ii = ion current of the ith ion (i = 1 = M 1 i = 2 = MX 1 
. + 
i = 3 = ~x ) 

k i = constant dependent on geometry and species but not on Pi or T .. 

Thus 

d log Pi 

d liT 

* ... 
Ei d log IT 

.=-~---
- d liT 

(~o) 
R ln 10 

The mass spectrometer data were analyzed by use of this equation. A 

least squares best fit equation of the form log Ii T= Ai + Bi (T) was 
. . I . . * 

fit to the data (see Appendix B for details of program) and Ei -= R Bi In 10' 

. computed. Since the fragmentation of the dimer' molecules contribute to 

* * the monomer ions the computed monomer activation energy (E
l 

or E2 ) is 

displaced from its real value. This error can be calculated from 

, (u) 

Let 

then 



* Emeas 
R 

d In IT 
= d lIT = 

d ln <:s. T + aJ.2~T) 
... d lIT 

:: 

(
. . .... - (E~-Er )/RT) 

1 + aJ2 ~/~ e ... 

(12) 

For sodium chloride choosing representative values frOm our eXperimental 

* E meas 
R 

* This means Ei is approximately 0.5 kcal higher than El4f This is of' 

the order of the experi~ntal error but wtll be subtracted from~he 

* * computed values of' El to obtain the tabulated values of El in the next 

section. Error estimates in activation energies reported are taken as 

, * * the greater of' l/2(E23 - E58) or the standard deviation of' the computed 

slopes. " 

Monomer-dimer ratios are computed from the ion current ratios by 

using the relative ionization cross-section which fit the equilibrium 

data (see Appendix B). Followtng his proposal the monomer current for· 

Let 

123 + 158 + 160 

18l + 183 

then the monomer to dimer ra.tion, MID, is given by 

(14) 
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t. ' . '.' 

L_ a :'t' . 
·M ~. D:- D 
;;"'=- --
J) L a"'t' 

. J) M' M 
(15) 

where C1 and 0;'0 are ioniza.tion cross-sections and:t'n and't"M are tr.a.ns-
D M j . 

mission probah11itiesfor the ion~ through the a.naJ.yzer~ . (See Appendix 
't'Dan 

B ;for an evaluation of -.) 
't'MaM 

. i-,': \ 
-

" , . 
, .: 

.',' 

'. 

" . 
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL :RESULTS ' 

A. Sample Identification 

The sample identifying numbers may be deciphered as follows t Sample 

II 60 (hkf) A implies that this sample came from Lot II, crystal 60. It 

. w'as cleaved to an orientation such that vaporization took place from ,a 

nominally (hkf) su:rface. The final symbol, A, designates the particular 

sample, if more than one sample w'erecut from a crystal. . If this symbol 

contains an S it indicates that the crystal w'as deliberately strained 

to introduce dislocations. The lot identification numbers are given 

in Table VI-l. 

Table VI-I Correlation of lot numbers 
with crystal source 

Lot Description 

I Harshaw' NaCl 

II Harshaw' NaCl 

III Semi-Elements Ca Doped NaCl 

IV Zone Refined and Pulled NaCl 

V NaBr Doped NaCl 

B. Total Evaporation Rates of Several NaCl Crystals 

(Microbalance Studies) 

The total evaporation rate data for the (100) face of several NaCl 

samples taken from crystals I1 and I2 are given in Table VI·-2. The etch 

pit count on crystal n was l5Xl06Jcm2 and on crystal I2 was lXI06jcm
2

• 
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Table VI-II 
. . . . 

" Total evaporation rates for NaC1 samples I1( 100 )A-F. 

Sample 

Il(lOO)A 

I1(100)B 

I1(100)C 

12(100)D 

12(100)F 

12(100)F 

12(100)F 

899 

865 ' 

851 

833 

821 

847 

866 

865 

867' ' 

884 

824 

892 

919 

, 828 

822 

1.112 

1.156 

1.175 

1.200 

1.218 

1.181 

1.155 

1.156 

1.131 

1.131 

1.214 

1.121 

1.088 

1.161 

1.208 

1.217 

1.199 

1.199 

4 -2 .7±.lx10 

6
' -2 

1. 7± .05x10 

4 -2 1.0 ±.05x10 

5.0±.15x10-3 

4 -3 .1±.15x10 

8-.2±;1X10·3 

t;.t:. -2 , 1.:;v± .lx10 

4 -2 1. 2±.lx10 " 

2 .3± .06x10-2 

2 2 .3± .06x10-
-2 

2.7±.lx10 

2.1±.07x10-2 , 
2 3.2±.lX10-

6 -2 
1.5±.0 xlO 

1. 9± .15x10 -3 ' 

1. 4± .lx10-3 

, '3 
2.6±.lx10-

2 ~ 54± .12><10:"3 

-3 2.5±.lx10 

P' (b) 

(torr) 

3.2lx10-3 

1.10X10-3 

6.84x10-4 

6 -4 
3.2 x10 

6 -4 2. 2x10 

-4 5.37xlO 

1.00X10-3 

9.l5XlO-4 " 

, 1. 54x10-3 

'1. 54x10-3 

, -4 
1. 75x10 

1. 42x10-3 

2 ~lxJ:0-3 

'-4 
9. 59x10 

4 -4 1.2 X10 

8. 86x10-5 

1. 68x10-4 

6 -4 
1. 3x10 

a) Error estimate is absolute accUracy, not relative precision. 

b) Computed by Eq. (V-l). 
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The data from n (lOO) A, B, and C are ,plotted in Fig. VI-l" The equilibrium 

totaJ. evaporation rate ~alcuJ.ated from the data of Zimmand 'Mayer57 is 

included.' The other free evaporation data plotted are the' results of 

22 
Rothberg, Eisenstadt, and Kusch., The least squares fitted curve to 

the data of n (100) A, B, and C was 

The data from'several samples of lot II are given in Table VI-III. 

" 6 2 
Crystal 1I2 had an etch pit count of 1.2X10 /cm and crystal II 60, which 

had been strained to introduce dislocations, had an etch pit couilt of 

,.. 6XI0
6/cm2

• The data from samples I2 (100) D and F, 1I2 (100) A and 

1I60 (100) A are plotted in Fig .. VI-2. Except for dislocation density 

these crystal~ wereidentica.l'as far a.s we could'tell (impurities, 

preparation technique). Since the di,slocation densities of I2 and 1I2 

w'ereessentially identical they 'Were fit to the same curve. The least 

squares curve for the data of I2 (100) D and F and 1I2 (100) A was 

log R = 1l.7 ±.3 - 1.2 ± .lXI0
4
/T 

and to 1I60 (100) AS 

log R = 12.1 ± ~3 - 1.1 ± .lX10
4 

Table VI-III and Fig. VI'-2 als'o :contain the microbalance data for the ' 

Semi Elements Company. calcium doped crY,stal (Lot' III). This crystal 
\ 

had a polyvalent (Al, Ca, Fe, Cu, Ph) impurity content of about 1100 ppm 

62 and an etch pit count of 4xIO /cm. These w'ere insufficient data to fit 

a meaningful curve but the evaporation rate measured was not as high as 

that of the strained crystals. The total evaporation rates of samples 

with high dislocation densities were significantly higher than the rates 

of crystals with low dislocation' densities. 



TableVI-l:II 
Total evaporation rates for sodium. chloride samples ~ if. 

II2(100)A,II60(100)AS and III1(100)A 

Sample T liT Rate P' (a) 

(K±6) (K-l) 2 (mg/cm sec) (torr) 

II2( 100)A 850 1..176 4.45±.lxl0-3 2·92x10 -4 

827 1.209 1.66±~1XI0 -3 6 -4 1.0 x10 
846 1.182 3.16±.14x10 -3 2.07xl0 -4 

880 1.136 1.3l±.lxl0 -2 8. 69X10-4 

865 1.156 7.7± .2xl0 -3 5.05xl0 -4 

838 1 .. 193 8 -3 2.5 ±.lxl0 1. 68xl0-4 

749 1.335 5.0±.l.xl0 -5 3.07xl0 -6 

899 1.112 6 -2 2.1 ±.lx10 1. 47x10-3 

II60(100)AS 774 1 .. 292 4.89XI0-4 3.08xI0-5 

795 1.258 1. 46xl0-3 9.22XI0-5 

814 1.229 3.18xl0-3 4 -4 2.0 xl0 

832 1.202 5.09X10-3 3.3lx10-4 

852 1.174 1.15><10-2 7.8Oxl0-4 

871 1.148 2.17xl0 -2 1. 43x10-3 

Irn(100)A 885 1.130 8.4±.lx10...;3 9.9><10":4 

865 1.156 6 -3 -4 7. 5±.1xl0 5.02xl0 

863 1.158 7.55±~lxlO-3 4.96~10-4 

a) Calculated fram Eq. (V-I) ... 
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The vapor ,emitted from a NaCl crystal contains both monomer and 

polymer mo1ecules .. 54 The dominant species are NaCl (v) and Na2C~ (v) .. 

The cont~ibution of each of these species to the vapor flux from the 

NaC1 samples was monitored as a function of temperature using a quadrupole 

mass spectrometer. Because of the large number of samples used in these 

experiments the data w"ill be tabulated by the parameters of the least 

squares curves fitted to 

log Ii T =A'+ B/T 

i =1, 2, and 3. 

The monomer/dimer ratio, data are reported as 

Th1s.monomer/dimer ratio may be converted to pressure ratios using the 

applicable relative ionization cross sections and of transmission factors 

for the various molecules. (See Appendix B) Thus, 

1. Knudsen Effusion Experiment on NaC1 

An effusion cell measurement w'as made w'ith'sodium chloride in order 

to test the accuracy of the experimental apparatus.. The results are 

1+ 
log ~3T = 7.07~2 - 1.133±.02xlO !T 

log 15ST = 7.42±.3 - 1e15S±.02X101+/T 

log ISkT = S.38±.3 1.277±~02XI04/T 



o 
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and are shown in Fig. VI-3. . The me.asured heats' of vaporization for the 

monomer and dimer w'ere 52,.4:;1:1 and 58,,4±1 kcal/mo'le at 800°K. The accepted 

values are 52,,1 and 59.5 kcal/mole; at this temperature. 15,58 The agree-

ment is quite good, thus the activation energies measured in this research , 
should be reliable. The monomer'. todimer ionic ratio for these data. is 

given by 

At T = 10000X this yields V1n:= 2.6 •. The only reported value at 

10000K is for the pressure ratio,M/D and is J"O •. 

2. Annealed and Untreated Crrstals 

A number of crystals were used after cleaving and etching w'i thout. 

any further preparation. Several crystals were annealed in vacuum or 

under an atmosphere of dry nitrogen. The results obtained from both 

sets of sample.s are given in Table VI-IV and plotted in Figs.. VI-4 to 

VI-lb. Monomer-dimer ratios were not calculated for samples I2 (100) G:- .. 

I~ (100) A because instrumental repairs that altered the transmission 

probabilities w'ere made between the experiments on these samples and 

the re st of the experiments .• 

'. 

3. Ilnpurity Containine; Crystals,. 

The effect of certain impurities on the activation energy or the . 

monomer' to dimer ratio was investigated for the impurities: Br -, °2"', 

- ++ OH and Ca • Bromine was chosen because it was present in relatively 

large concentrations in the Harshaw' sampies: oxygen and ore, because 

they could have been introduced by suspected impurities in the crystal . . 

growth apparatus; and calcium, because it w'as a polyvalent ion and 

.' 

' .. 
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Table VI-tv 

Mass spectrometer results on NaCl. 

Sample I2(lOO)G I3(lOO)A ... 14(lOb)A 15(10O)k 1I5l(100}A' : Iv1.9(100)K 1I58 (lOO)A 

Annealing none none .. none . 450·C vac . none none 700°C N2 

Etch Pit 8 6 .. xlO -2X10 6 2><10
6 

density 

Al 8.61±.2 8.41±.3 9.48±.3 7.6l±.2 8.04±.4 8.59±.3 8.28±.2 . 

-By<10-4 
.\, 

1.·157±.02 1.1.44±.03 1.242±.02 1.1l6±.0:;1.5 1.l62±.05 1..188±.02 1.188±.01 

~ 8.l0±.2 8.69±.3 9.24±.3 7.63±.2 7~28±.3 8.55±.3 8.03±.2 L' , 

:"'Bi<10-4 1~Iol±.02 .' +." .', .. + . . i.1018±.02· 1.112±.o3 '. i.169±.02 
..... , :. .. ~ .. ;-..... 

1.150-.03 1.212-.02 l.190±.03 I 

~ l.oo52±.2 10.59±.3 ' 11.36±.3 9.155±.2 10.28±.3 ·lO~23±.3' 9.68±.l 

-~X10-4 1.341±.02 1.345±.03 1..422±.02 1.2725±.02 1.405±.05 1..361±.02 1.354±.Ol 

.,.AMD 
.( 

.96±.2 2.3±.3 ,·1.2±.2 . ·1.3± .. 2" 

BM])X10-3 -- l.4±.2 2.7±.3 l.6±.2 1.8±.2 

*. 
51.7±1.4 52.4±l.5 . 56.l± 1 52.0±l.2 54 .. 4± 1 54.0± 1 EM 50.7± 1 

* 61.3±1.4 6l.5±1.6 65.l± 1 58.2± 1 64.3± 2 62.3± 1 62.0±.4 ED.· 
".j.> . 

AVer- E*M 52.6::!: 1 

AVG E* D 62.1± 1 

1 Corrected for dimer contribution to monomer peaks. 

" " 
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polyvalent ion impurities are known to strongly affect the electrical 
16 .... .. : . . 

properties. of NaCl~ The anaJ.yse.s of the samples are given in Table 

III-I. Although the "calcium doped rt sample did not have the desil,"ed 

calcium concentration it was used anyvray because it did have a high or 

polyvalent cation impurity content,(~lOO ppm) than the Harshaw' and zone 

refined crystals. The results are shown in Table VI-V. ::-~ and Figs. VI-~ll 

to VI-14. The only impurity doped sample whose activation energy is 

significantly different from the average value of the undoped samples 

(Table VI-IV) is the calcium doped sample. 

4. High Disloca~ion Density Crystals 
. . 

Samples w'ith high dislocation densities were also used in these mass 

spectrometer studie:s (See. Sec .. VI-B for weight loas measurements, on high 

dislocation density samples). in: order to obt.ain an activatioh energy of 

vaporization for the monomer and: dimer from the highly strained crystals 

and to see what effect the dislocation density had on the monomer-climer 
I 

ratio. The results are shown in Table VI .. "VI:: and Figs. VI-15 to VI-I.? 

Sample 1I5$ (100) A is included in the table as a reference sample which 

w'as taken from the same lot of Harshaw· crystals and annealed before use. 

The activation energies of the samples with the highest dislocation densi-

ties are significantly larger than those of the unatrained crystals. 

, 
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Table VI-V . " :'.' 
;," . 

Mass spectrometer resuits on impur1ty doped NaCl. . .', 

Sample 16(100)AO V21(100)A 1I57(lOO)0 III1(ioo)D 

Impurity (a) Oxygen Bromine Oxygen Divalent 

Etch Pit 3Xl06 J:xl06 
unk 4xl06 

Count 

Al 8.11±.2 8.46±.4 7.71±.3 8.89±.2 

.. B1XI04 l.159±.015 1.177±.04 1.129±.01. . 1.239±.01 

~ 7.5l±.3 8.54±.4 7 .. 88±.2 8.63±.3 
4 1'. 124±. 03 1.i89±.04 1.142±.01 1.214±.01· . .. -Bi<lO .. 

~ .' 
9.77±.2 10.60±.4 . 10.0}±.3 10.58±.2 

_~Xl04 . .- 1.364±.0~ . 1.392±.O3 1.368±.01· .- 1.423±.01 

~ -1 .. 4±.2 ...;1.8±.3 '. -2.0±.3 

l1.m 2.0±.2 2.l±.2 2.3±.2 

E*M 52.3±1.·3 54.2± 1 52:!OO±.5 .. 56.1±.6 . , 
o· 

E*)) 62.4± 1 93':7±1.4 62.6±.6 65.1±.4. 

a) See Table III-l for impurity concentrations. " .. ' 
: ': 
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Tab1e'V!~V:I:· . 
. , . 

crystals : Mass spectrometer results on NaC1 
with high dislocation densities.· I 

\ . ! 
· 

. Sample 1I58(100)A 1I56(100)BS 1I59(100)AS 1I62(100)AS 
j 

!-" 
,-

2><10
6 '6 2 6 

.' . 6 2 
. Etch Pit Count -4x10 /cm -6x10 >15x10 /crn 

I 

.A1 8.28±.2 9.05±.3 8~50±.3 8.88±.3 
·1 

- -B1 1.188±.01 1.222±.02 . 1.190±.02 1.249±.02 · ! 

~ 8.03:1;.2 8.76±.4 ., 8.08±.4· 8.62±.3 

-~ . 1. 169±.02 1.211±.01 1.164±:02 1.223±.02 • , 
.! 

Ai; 9.68±.1 11.06±.3 ·10.30±.3 9.75±.3 

. _ ~B3 1.354±.01 - ·1.433±.01 1.383±.02 L373±.02· 
. " 

" 

~AMD . 1.2±.2 1.8±.3 1.6±.3· . .8±.3 

Bt.mx10-3 1.8±.2 2 •. 2±.-2 . 2.0±.2 . 1.4±~2 
i 

.'~ . 

! 
E* 54.0± 1 55.6~.6 53.8±1.1 56.6±.7 - ' t M 

' . 
* _ En 62.0±.4 

.I-

65.6:1;.6 63.3±.8 62.8±.9. 
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VII" :DISCUSSION 

,A. ,Ef'f'ect of' Dislocation Density on the 
Vaporization Characteristics of' NaCl, 

The total rate of' vaporization of' the (100) face of' NaCl single 

crystals measured in this research w'as low'er than the equilibrium rate 

(Eq. II-2) by about a f'actor of two for crystals which had an etch pit 

6; 2 count of approximately lX10 cm. However, crystals with larger etch 

, ,'6; 2 6; 2 ' ' 
, pit counts, in the range of 5X10 cm to 15XlO cm, had evaporation rates 

which were equal to the equilibrium rate. other than the difference 

in their dislocation density" the crystals 'W'ere identical; they w'ere 

grown under identic,al conditions and had approximately equal impurity 

concentrations. The only other ,determination of the total rate of' 

, vaporization of' NaClsingle crystals was reported by Rothberg, Eisen-

22 stadt, and Kusch. Their reported totaJ. evaporation rate is almost an 

order of magnitude below the equilibrium rate in the temperature region 
. 

in which it w'as measured. They do not report the dislocation density of' 

their crystals. Expressing these results in terms of the evaporation 

coeff'icient, an order of magnitude increase in the dislocation density 

increased the average evaporation coef'f'icient from a - 0.5 to a - 1.0, " .', v v 
, . 

while Kusch, et ale reported an evaporation coef'ficient of a ~ 0.1 The 

variations in evaporation rates'of crystals with different dislocation 

densities are greater than the estimated error in our measurements by 

about a f'actor of' two.' 

The mass spectrometric ,data indicates that an increase in the 

evaporation rate is accompanied by aJ? increase in the activation energy. 

These changes were small, two tof'our kilocalories, but the deviation 

. ',or 



* of E from the average activation energy, exhibited by the low' dislocation 
v 

density crystals wa.s greater than the standard deviation of the data. 

The overall vaporization rate can be expressed by 

* 
Rv = Ko(A). e-E JRT 

where K o 

ove,r the 

is a constant related to the frequency of motion of a molecule 

* , energy barrier J E , and (A) is \ the concentration of molecules 

at the initial site from which v.aporization proceeds.. A change of 

two kilocalories in the activ.ation energy would change the evaporation 

, rate of NaCl by a factor of 3 at 800 0 K if there were no accompanying 

change in the pre-exponential factors. The observed higher activation 

energy of vaporization for crystals with large dislocation densities 

should lower their evaporation rate. We observed an increase in the 

rate (><2), however. '!hus it must be concluded that the pre-exponential 

factor increased by approximately an order of magnitude in order to 

account for the increased evaporation rate. It is most likely that 

this increase in the magnitude of the pre-exponential factor as more 
\ 

dislocations are introduced is que to an increase in the number o'f 

suxface sites from which vaporization is initiated. Rosenblatt,et al. 7 

have observed an ,arsenic single crystal face duxing vaporization using 

an optical microscope. They found that they could account for all of the 

vaporization flux by the growth of pits around dislocations. There is 

a definite roughening of the sodium chloride surface during evaporation 

which is probably due to a combination of normal ledge motion and 

enhanced vaporization around dislocations. It is apparent, from our 

- 7 2 data, ,that a dislocation density of about 10 Icm is sufficient to 

establish a rate equal to the equilibrium rate, how'ever w'e cannot say 

what the low'er limit of Civ will be as w'e 'W'ere not able to prepare any 
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· . 6 
samples with disloc.ation densities lower than ... lxlO • 

Since both the evaporation rate and activation energy depend on the 

dislocation density we had to determine what free evaporation rate and 
-' 

. activation energy are intrinsic to an unstrained, pure NaCl (100) crystal 

surface. We have chosen the average of the activation energies and total 

rates of the unstrained and undoped crystals as characteristic of the vapor-

ization of pure NaCl. These crystals had an average dislocation density of 

... 'b<106/cm2 as measured by etch pit densityo The activation energies are 

52.6±1 and 62.1±1 kcal/mole of vapor for the monomer and dimer, respectively. 

22 / Kusch, et al. reported 6l.7±4.6 and 67.2±4.6 kcal mole, respectively. 

The monomer-dimer ion ratios that we measured are unchanged by the dis-

location density of the crystal to the accuracy of the experimental data •. 

If we apply the cross sect;i.on ratio necessary to fit our effusion cell data .. . 

to·Gorokhov1 s56 reported monomer-dimer ratio, then our average monomer-dimer 

ratio in the temperature range 450°C to 900°C agrees with the values of 

Rothberg, Eisenstadt and Kusch within the experimental error of the experi·

ments (Fig. VII-l), and yields MID = 405 at 900
0

K and MID = 18 at 70~oK. 

The constancy of the ratiO, M/D(T) for all the crystals, even though the 

act~vation energies change from crystal to crystal, is a consequence of the 

* * fact that the difference, ~-Eb' is constant within experimental error. 

B. Effect of !mPurities on the Evaporation Behavior of NaCl 

Of the impurities that we introduced into the lattice bromine 

(as Br-) and oxygen (as 0; or OH~) had no detectable effect on the 

activation energy or monomer-dimer ratio. This was determined by 

comparing the results of crystals containing (deliberately or other

Wise) these impurities with the results of the zone refined Kyropolous 



grown sample which had a very lowimpuri ty concentration (see Table 

, '* ' ' III-l). .. The divalent cation doped crystal (M >100 ppm) did show . , , 

, higher activation energies than the normal crystals.. How'ever, this 
, ,6 2 

crystal had a somewhat hfgh dislocation density (- 4><10 lam -) which 

may , be' ,responsible:for part <of 'the' change. ,We also observed 

how~ver that the total evaporation rate of this crystal was not as 

high as the dislocation density would indicate if it behaved ,in the 

same way as the etrained:crystals. More work is needed in this area 

in order to elucidate the effect of the impurity (if any) from the 

effect of the dislocations. 

C. Comments on the Mechanism of Vaporization of NaCl 

The major features of the vaporization kinetics of sodium chloride 
, , ' 26 27 " 

seem to be explainable in terms of the Kossel-Stranski ' model of a 

crystal surface (Fig. VII-2) and a stepwise ,model of vaporization. We 

shall consider a possible model of the vaporization of an alkali halide 

which is capable of explaining most of the results, that is t 

1) Ledges (of approximately monatomic height) are formed at ~oth 

the edges of the crystal and at positions where dislocations intersect 

the surface .. 

2) Both monomer and dimer molecules are formed at sites on these 

ledges. 

3) ,The surface diffus'ion rate of moleculesaw'ay from the ledges 

and the desorption rate of these molecules from the surface are 

comparable and rapid. 

Let us ,consider the third hypothesis first. 'Knacke, Stranski and 

30 ' 
Schmolke have f'ollow'ed the evaporation rates of KCl and KI as a 

function of pressure. ~ey found that the vaporization coefficient, 

, . 

," 
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a ; was higher than 1/3-:a.nd low'er than 2/3 at high undersaturations v 

(far from equilibrium,(P -p)/p = 1) and decreased with decreasing eq eq 
1))) . 

undersaturation (p -,4 Peq). Jaeckel .and Peperle found similar results 

for NaCl, in good agreement w'ith our free vaporization data.. Knackej 

et a.l .. made electron micrographs of the surface after evapor,ation for 

.several undersaturations (pressures).. At high undersaturations (free 

vaporization conditions) the surface ~as completely roughened after 

evaporation and the distance betw'een macroscopic steps was ab~ut 10 .. 5 

-6 to 10 cm.. These values are equal to or smaller than the values of the 

equilibrium ledge spacing estimated by Hirth and Pound. If the under-

saturation was low'ered the step s:tructure of thes.ame sample becomes . 

smooth again, i.e .. ; the spacing ~etween ledges increases and'a decreases. 

If the final desorption step was "rate determining" then the surface 

diffusion step occurring before desorption should lead to an "equilibrium" 

ledge spacing at any under saturation. 

Hove59. has c.alculated the activation energy for diffusion of a'KCl 

molecule on an infinite ideal surface and found1t to be about 0.23ev .. 

The calculated binding energy w:as, 0 .. 36 ev. (These energies will be 

similar for NaCl.) Assuming that the frequency facto,rs for these motions 

are similar (- 10
12 

sec-I) then the mean pa.th length of a mole.cule w'Ould 

be at most a few lattice spacihgs:before it evaporates (on a plane 

surface). This impl'ies that surface diffusion does not play an important 

role in the vaporization of the alkali halides. 

In support of 2 we found that the difference between the activation 

* * ' energies of the monomer and dimer (En-EM) w'as essentially constant for 

• all of the NaCl crystals, w'ithinthe accuracy of our experiments. If 

the dimer were formed by the reactions of two monomer molecules adsorbed 

• i 

. " 

I 

I 
i 
I 

I 

; 

, i 
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en· the surface then the dimer to. menemer ratie:;.sheuld go. up as .a f'uncti9n 

ef menemer cencentratien, i.e., 

DIM ex: M er MID ex: 11M' 

Fer crystals which have a high vaperizatien flux (strained crystals) 

there are more menemer molecules on the surface; but, if anything the 

dimer to. menemer ratio. gees dewn(M/D gees up) for these crystals with 

respect to. the lew'er vaperizatien rate crystals (lew dislecatien density: 

crystals). 

In this model the monemer-dimer ratio. is fiXed by the difference 

in the energy necessary to. remeve a menemer er dimer, respectively, 

frem the kink. 

The increase ef the activatien energy with increasing dis1ecatien 

density can be explained bycensidering the effect ef ledge spacing en 

the petential energy ef an ien pair (melecule) 'en the surface. Lennard-' 
~ . 

Jenes and Dent have shewn that the petential energy of an ien pair en 

the surface has a larger centributien frem interactien with iens in the 

same plane than frem interactien with ions in underlying planes in the 

bulk lattice. The energy due to. a partial plane at a. distance, r, 

frem the ledge asseciated w'ith this plane decreases slew'ly with respect 

to. r. 

Thus, as the ledge spacing decreases, thepetential energy ef the 

melecules' between the ledges incre.ases since their interactien with 

mere than ene ledge must be censidered. 

Prepesitien 1) is fairly ebvieus. Dislecatiens can serve as 

. 12 13 ,60 61 
nucleation sites in crystal grewth, ' and thermal etch pits ., 

have been ebserved en alkali halide crystals at the points ef emergence 
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of dislocations on the surface ..... Thus increasing the dislocation density 

will increase the number of ledge: nucleation .sites .and thus increase the 

·12 density of kinks <rm~ the surface .. ·· This incre.asein kink density wtll 

increas.e the total vaporization rate, as can be seen from Eq. VII-I •. 

D. Suggestions for ·Further Experiments 
to Test the Proposed Model 

, ' . 

Two experiments which should shed Bome light on whether the dimer 

is formed from two mobile monomers or at a kink site are the following. 

1) Direct a molecular beam of an isotopically labeled monomer onto 

a surface at a rate low· enough not to appreciably increase the surface 

concentration and look for the formation of dimers from two labeled 

monomers. This beam could be formed by effusion from a .super heated 

. vapor.. It would nave to be pulsed and the surface cleared of 

isotopically labeled atoms betw'een pulses in order to minimize the 

effect of isotopes substituting into surface sites and introducing 

ambiguity into the position of dimer formation. 

2) The energy difference betw'een removing a monomer and a dimer 

from a kink should be calculable. If the experimental energy difference 

betw·een monomer. and dimer activation energy of this halide are the same 

with respect to the calculation as NaCl is then this would be additional 

evidence for the formation of both monomer and dimerat the kink 

position., 

. :;;; 

\ 
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APPENDIx: A 

THEORY OF QUADRUPOLE MASS FILTER; _.' 

The equations of motion of ~n ion in a time ~ryingfield derived 
51 . 

from a quadratic potential <t>(r'; t) has been given byPauI .. and . .is-.sum-

marized here. A DC· voltage and superimposed RF voltage are imposed on . 

the quadrupole rods as shown in Fig. A-l. If the rods were hyperbolic 

cylinders, the potential of thd.s:',electrostatic field would be, 

(. . )( 2 2)/ 2 <t> = V 1 + V 0 cos rot y - z r 0 .' (A-l) 

. th . 
The force exerted on a charged particle in the i . directiop. by this 

field is 

F (t) = e Ei(,t) = e dV(§,t) 
i, . '. qi 

(A-2) 

(i = x;y,2) 

The traj ectory of such a particle is described by the vector equation, 

obtained by force balance, 

(A-3) 

Using Eq. (A-l) and the above form for <.p(r,t), Eq. (A-3) is resolved 

into its three cartesian components. 

2 
d m 

m dt2 

. -
o (A-4) 

. r 

"ely 2e 
(Vl + Vo cos rot)y 0 

dt
2 - ~. = 

mr 
0 

(A-5) 

d
2

Z + ·2e 
(Vl + Vo cos rot)z 0 

dt2 ~ = 
mro 

(A-6) 
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These equations are re-arranged into a more convenient form, 

, 

2 .. 

2..x.... + (-a. _ 2q cos zt t)y = 0 
ot,·2 

SeV1 
where tt == mt/z; a == 2 2 

r nm o 

.. 2 2 
q = 4eVo/r m m. 

·0 

(A-7) 

(A':'S 

(A-9) 

Equation (A-7) is readily solved to yield the trajectoryalong.the 

axis of the quadrupole array, 

x(t) = vt (A-10) 

where v is simply ~ezvF.c.lm ,·:where VF•C• is the voltage of the 

Faraday cage in the ionizer and 2'; is the ion charge (usually 1) and the 

time-origin is measured from that time when the ion enters the quad-

rupole array. 

Except for a.l-sign, Eqs. (A-S) and (A-9) are identical and are 

expressed here in general form. 

(A-ll) 

Equation (A-ll) is the canonical form of the Mathieu Equation, without 

a damping term (kas/ot f ) or a phase shift. The solution is. well known 

and tabulated from such problems as tidal waves in cylindrical vessels 

with elliptical boundaries, decay of magnetic forces in metal cylinders, 

the mechanical spring problem·with a· spring constant which varies 

i-



,.,.1~5 ... 

sinusoidally with position, and criticallity calculations of cylindrical 

reactor cores with elliptical boundarycondit+ons. 

The general solution to Eq. (A-ll) is 

+00 +00, 

S(tt) = AeJ..l.ttL: 'c eint '+ Be-J..I.t
t ~ C e-int ' 'T' 

-00 n ~ n (A-12) 

This leads to two types of:solutions. The first will be. called 

stable since as tt~ 00, g remains finite for all tl. The other will 

be called unstable since as t '-+00, g -+ 00 •. J..I., which is called the 

·characteristic ~xponent determines which type of solution is present~ 
.~ 

J..I. is defined unambiguously by the parameters a and q. The following 

cases are distinct possibilitiesi 

a) J..I. = it3, pure imaginary,. t3 not a Whole number -+ stable 
solution. 

b) J..I. = in, n a whoLe number -+ a non-trivial, limi ted, 
periodic solutions. Each of these linearly independent 
solutions is unstable. ' 

c) J..I. is complex; the solution is unstable unless A = O. 

The stability of the solution depends only upon J..I. and thus upon 

a and q, which do not contain the initial conditions. One can define 

areas in the (a,q) plane for which all (a,q) values lead to stable 

solutions. In this way one obtains the stability diagram which is 

shown in Fig. A-2. Only those ions for which both the y and ~orbit 

are stable will have stable trajectories. Thus the points (ay ' ~) 
. 

and (az' qz) must both lie in a stable region.s.y = - s'z and ~ = -qil!. 

If the (a"q) plane is reflected at both the a and q axis then the 

points (a , qJ and (a , q ) are superposed. 
y ~ z z - . 
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For fixed values of the field parameters, r o' 00, VI and'Vo all ions 

of the same mle have the same (a,q). Since the relation a/q.';"·2,y
l

/Vo 
;. 

does not contain the mass of the ion. 'The operating points of all ions, 

regardless of mass lie on the same straight line, the mass line, through 

the origin of the stability diagram. ,By increasing Vl/Vo the stable 

q-interval, which corresponds toa stable mass interval may be made so 

small that only ions of one mass are able to pass through the field. 

This is the action of ,the mass filter which permits its use as a mass 

spectrometer.. Only masses in the interval 

where. ql and ~ are the intercepts of the mass line with the boundaries 

of the stable regipn. 

The limitations on the mass filter arer 

1) The derivation given above has assumed that the rods are 

infinitly long in order to remove all unstable ions co The finite 

length of the rods demands that the ion transit time be muoh longer 

than the period of oscillation of the R.F. voltage. 

2) Even though an ion may theoretically exhibit a stable orbit 

its amplitude may exceed the pole spacing, r 1 and it will be lost. 
o 

This effect is a function of the mass, the initial coordinates at 

which the ion entered the quadrupole, its radial velocity on entry, 

and the amplitude of the fi~ld at its entry time. 



APPENDIX:B 

QUADRUPOLE MASS TRANSMISSION AND IONIZATION CROSS~SECTIONS 

As discussed in Appendix A the stability of an ion in the quadru

pole field depends on its entrance conditions and other factors which 

cannot be theoretically calculated. Therefore, in order to compare 

our relative ion intensities to those obtained with other types of 

mass spectrometers, it is necessary to calibrate the ion transmission. 

'of the quadrupole as a function of mass. The way that we chose to do 

this was to take mass spectra of known organic compounds and to com-

pare these spectra with the A.P.I. published spectra taken on magnetic 

deflection types of mass spectrometers. 62 

The compounds chosen were spectroquality n-heptane and n-hexane. 

These compounds were introduced into the mass spectrometer at a constant 

rate through a pin hole in a gold foil leak from the gas handing manifold. 

A pressure in the manifold· of -2001-1 was sufficient to obtain repro-

. ducible spectra. The relative pe~k heights in our spectra were compared 

to the relative ~eak qeights in the published spectra (m/e = 43 as 

reference) and the ratio of our results to the accepted results taken' as 

the transmission ratio, ,. , for that mass. A plot of,. as a function of m m 

mass is shown in Fig. B-l. 

Certainly part of this ratio is not due to quadrupole transmission 

factors, , but to differences between our ionizer region and the one in 

the mass spectrometer used to obtain the published spectra. 

Another way of checking the transmission and ionization efficiencies 

of our instrument is by comparing our Knudsen effusion data to a reported 
. . ' 56 

monomer to dimer pressure ratio from an effusion source. Gorokhov has 

reported that the monomer dimer rat:to is"-3.0· at T = lOOOoK. 



Our data yields 

I23 = 5.5X10-5 

I58 = 7 .. 05xlO~5 

I81 = h.07xlO-5 

Thus, without any corrections 

= 12.6 1 
"""'Li:I '; = 3 • 

The pressure ratio is given by 
-~ 

where the T'S are transmission corrections and the O't s are ionization 

cross sections. 

to obtain the reported pressure ratio. This cross section ratio is the 

one that would be assumed from the additivity rule used by many mass 
54 . 

spectroscopists in the absence of other information. Berkowitz has found 

CJn/O'M = 1.25 at 70 eV by comparing his mass spectrometric data to' 
21 . 

Miller and Kusch,fs molecular beam data. However, there is g, question 

of the accuracy of the latte~ data since there is, evidence 6} that the 

NaCl reacted with the copper cell used as an 'effusion source. 

In order to get agreement between ,our data and that of Gorokhov, 

we will'choose TnO'n/TMO'M - 1 in the analysis of our data. This assump

tion results in reasonably good agreement between our free vaporization 
22 

data and that of Rothberg, Eisenstadt and KUsch. 
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APPENDIX C 

MASS SPECTROMETRIC DATA ANALYSIS, 

. The .maSS" spectrometric data were analysed to obtain a least squares 

fit to the experimental data with standard deviation, oS' and the 

several activation energies on the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory CDC 6600 

computer. standard deviations for both the slope and intercept were also 

computed. 

The intensity of the peak used to characterize one of the ion 

species (e.g., m/e = 58 for NaCl+) was corrected for the isotopic 

abundance of the constituent atoms so that the total ion species 

intensity was obtained. 

The program fits a line to the data expressed as log IT = A +B/T. 

Then it compares the deviations of the data points to the standard 

deviation. Any points more than 2.5 ° from the line are discarded 

and the curve refit. This is continued until all the remaining points 

are within 2.5 ° of the fitted curve. Generally this only discarded , 
data points in which an error in the order of magnitude of the intens-· 

ity had been made when the data was reduced to cards or tape •. The 

program then drew a graph of all the intensity data and the fitted 

curve for each of the ions of interest. A listing of the program 

except for the plotting subroutine which is a library subroutine in 
I 

this computer ·lfolJ,:ows.". ," ,,' 

"' 
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.~------.. ".-.---- -_._ ...• -._---_.- .... -.~.-.--- .. -------.-".--- .-,---------~-.-.--.... -.-.... ---.- .. -.. --..:.:--'-.-....... ..:...- --,.' . ---_._. __ ." '.- .'.'--.-- -----
SUBROUTINE DATFtT(K,N,A' 
CO~~ON/TMM/TMM(3,2',QCAlC(~,i),T(200"O(200' . 

. - --C-OMMONiARJA-RT3~--ioO~-3j-;A-MA SS(-S-,-------- -- -------- -------------------.---.---... ---.. ----

D I ME NS I ON A (3,. QT_.f 200 " TCUR ( 200-'-' _____ , 
J=O 

_._. ____ J_.! __ ~~::=_1 _______ . _____ .. ___ . __ . __________ ._._._. _____ ... __ . ______ .. _ .. _________________ ._. ________________________ -. 
DO 10 l=I,N 
IF(O(U.EQ.-4.0' GO TO 10 ______ . _____ -'--'-_. ___ . _____ ._. ______ _ -.----. --j~j+i----------------------------

OT( JJ=Of U 
TCUR(JJ=T(l·~)------------

10 CONTI NUt=. 
--5- .. ---tAC(-l-fN[--soTfcUlr,0·f,-:r;A-;S-i'GMA-~-SA;SSY -.---------.. ----.. --.---------.-.-.. --

PRINT 1 ,K,ITER,Afl "Af2 J,SIGMA,SA,S8 
----I--FORMAT(ITioti--PAR-AME-tElfs·· FOR ·-tON;1 1 ; 5 x;-qHTTERATI oN;i:fiCix ;.-------.----

X 5HA(1'=,E12.4,5X,5HAf2'=,E12.4,5X,6HSIGMA=,E12.4,5X,3HSA=,EI2.4 
X ,5X,3HSB=,E12.4) -.--------.... ----.--.--------

_______ . ____ .J J:=Q _______________ . _____ .. __ . __ . ______ .. ____ .. _ . . .. _____ . ___ ._ ,,_____ _ _____ ___ . ______ .. ______________ .. ____ .. _____ __ __ __ . __ 
DO 20 l=l,N 
AR(K,l,3'= A( IJ+A( 2'*T( U 

·--------Ir= C--fA-aS-f-AR (K, l, 3 ;-:'-Q(( ),- --i~5*siGMA , .-GT:-o:-oT'Go"·t'o·-?o· -----.. ---- .... --
C POINTS WITH DEVIATION GREATER THAN 2.5*SIGMA ARE DISCARDED AND 
C THE CUR'VEfS-REF'ftTEO-UN'tICTl[-RE-MAININGPoTNTS AR-F--wlTHT~---

. C ______ ._2 .• ~._SJ_G_~_A_:-:n-t~S IS.A8OJ T.THE .95 _CO~FIDENC_E.l_EVEt 
JJ=JJ+l 
OT ( J J , = Q ( l) 

.~. ._. '_ .. ,' -·TC·tiR "f"J"J j'"='T"( l) 

20 CONT INU E 
------·--1j:=-t·JJ~-EQ:-Jr-Go--:;fo---6·----·-·----· .. -·----------.. --.. -------.---.. --------.-.. -.-.-. 

J=JJ 
I TER=J TER":l-- .. -.1.---------. 

GO TO 5 
DEl T AH=-,f(2 ;-*1 ~987*i~ 303 
S IGMAH= 1.987*2. 303*S8 

- -----PR-fNT--2-;(iE[TA-H~-~.--rG-MMr---------.... --~--·-·---------... --.... --... ---.----,------

.2 FORMATflOX,lHOElTAH=,E12.4,5X,RHSIGMA H=,EI2.4) 

.- QCAldK;U=A( U +A(i-'-*rMM(K,if - ------.-- - . 
QCAlC(K,2'=Afl)+A(2'*TMMlK,2' RETURN . -.. - --.. - - -------

END 

XBL 679-4869 
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---. - SU 8RoUrIN E-;"-AxMINTr l"i4·V.-N-;··TMAX ~TMT N ;'-"'-'---'-'-"'-~--"-" 
. DIMENSION TINVtN' --'---f ~.fAx-;;Tii\.rv1 T f' -"-' ----.... -..... - .. 

TMIN=TINV(l' ___________ _ 
00 10 I~-C,N 

__ "_ 1 f_.u.~~X ~ T}N.'{.( J Ul_,_? ,_2 ____ . . "' __ ' __ ..... _. _____ . ____ .. _~--.---.-----_- .. --- .. 
1 TMAX=TINVn) 

.2 IF (TMIN-TINV(tlllO.lO.3 -3"-r M I N'~""I-NV-f-f'f"'- ------. "--'---.--' ... _. ---.,.----- .--_.-.-- ..... ---.. ------.-.----.--........ -, .. ----.- . - ... -.----,.-~-
10 CON TJ NUE=-," ___________________ _ 

RETURN 
...... _._E ~Q __ ._._. ____ ... _ ._ .. ____ ._._ .. __ ... ___ ... _ .............. __ ... _ .. _ .. __ . ______ ._. ._ ... ___ . ____ .. _____ .. ___ _ 

--.~----- _. __ .- ------.---- ... -.:.... .. -.--.----~--~.---.-.-- .. --.--.-.-.--,---.: 

SU8ROUTINF. GRA~HfK.lAeEl.I' 
COMMON/TMM/TMMr3.2l ,QCAlCr3.2l.T(200) ,Qf2001 -

--'--i:5I'ME'NS'"fON'"'«"3';--;V f"2"f,'ftNV (2" '" - .. -...... --.-.. --.. -.-----.--- ...... ------.. -

__ ~QMMONI TVPOOl/XMIN, XM.AX ,'(MY N.!.VMAX, TVXMIN, TV_~~AX, TVV~tN, TVVM AX 
XMIN=1.05E-03 SXMAX=1.50E-03 
VMIN=-lO. S V~AX=-4. . CALC' Tv'GRlnr f~-q~-6HNOCBi s, 1, (,,-.---.-.--.. ---.--.. ----.. ---------. 

CAll TVlBL(C),6) [P=I< (if .. - ....... -... --
IF(I.FO.lJ KK=23 --. -OfF"f -I---:-E Q-~-2 ',--i( 1(;;7- .... ----. ----... --..... ----. ----------.--.--
I F (I • EQ • 3) I< K = 6 
CA II TVPLOT (T.O, I P~6HNOJO-IN, KK; If .. ----'--'---. -.--- ..... --... ----.... ---.---
V( 11=QCAlC ( [.1) 

V (7.1=CC.UC( 1 •. 2' 
TI NV ( 1 ) -= TMM (t ,t , 

---Tl';ivTi·;;TM-Mfr;2T-·--·--_··--_·-_·_- --_._._------_. 
CAll TVPLOTfTTNV.V,2.4HJOIN' CAll TVl TR t 12., 12~.·,-O-, 3, lifsEl., i'o; -... -- ... --.-----,--.. ~-- ... -.. ----... -... -.--.-.. -... --.-------- ... --
CAll TVLTR(400 •• 15 •• 0.2.3HI/T) 
CAll TVlTRf 15.,530.-,1,2 ,"7HlCG(Y-r,··',··- ".-.. -.-.----. ----..... -..... -.-.... '.--.~-. _.-

J F ( I .l T .3) R ETlJR N 
--C A t"lTVNi:i('(--------· .--._-.-"-' .- .. -..... ----. -.-.------.- ... -.---.-.-.-------

. RETURN 
END 

XBL 679-4871 
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I . 

------... -PirOG RA "MMSOOA S ( IN p.uT·;·oiTfpUT·;TAP E 6", TAPE98 ;. TA-,:iifqi), ------.-~-. : ... --~.--:----: 
C MA SS SPEC OAT A ANALYSIS '. 
--c---------N-O CO,fRECTION--F-OR-··t'R;rNSHn;SI(f~f-RAflo·s·~-ElE'CTRO-N~tURRE-NT~-tiHjsSSFt'r-;' 

C 
C 
C 

LOGICAL INOEF . 
COM~CN/AR/AR(3,200,;3'1-,TA~MaA-S-S~(5~)--------~~--~--~---------------
o 1M EN S Jf) N K f 3 ,. A ( 3 , t A ISO T( 5 ) 
COMMON IT MM/ r'M M f3 -~ l-' ,OCA lC «3, -2-,',"T f 2'00 of; 0-( 200' .. -".,~-~ --- .. -... ~~.- '·'-· ___ '~'~' __ '_" __ .W" - .. ~-~., • 

AISOT=INVERSF. OF RATIO OF CONCENTRAT'IONS Of ISOTOPES IN MEASUPEO 
PEAK TO'All IS OTOPES "IN ATOMS OF-·-ioN"---.. -·-----··----- --.. : .... ------------.. - .------.--.. 
NO MORE -AS LABEL IN DATA CARDS TERMINATES PROCE~S~S~I~N~G. ____________ _ 
PRINT 99 -

200 CALL RETRVfK,LABEl,NP) .. ---- ----iF .. ( ·-NP-. E(f~ -qq<jl-'GO--m'-'Is 'C'-' .... ------------. -----------;-----.. ----------------... ---.--
AISOTf1'=1.0 SAISOT(2'=1.32398 SAISOT(3'=1.32398 ------ .. ------ "A-ISO off 4--,-;-i-~oo----'-i-A-i"s'OT-("5"; ~"i~'oo---"---'---------'--~-----'-'--' ._-------------.-----. -------------
PRINT 99 

-9=9--=FORMfT( IHl' 
00 90 1=1,3 - .'-.' .-- .-- 'K P=K- ( 1-'---'-- . ------ --- ------ ---.-------- ------- - -- ---- .. , .. -.---.-.-.- .. -.. -... -... -----.... ----- -, .. --... ---~-.- "-~ ... -.... -:--~---...... ---

CAll TEMPFRfY,KPt ... -.. ---.-.-. -no 30'--[~-r~-K--p- --------.-----.--------

IFfINOEF(ARft,l,2'" GO TO 28' 
---...;I .. F;;--fr:-:-A ..... RTI ,l , 2"r-,--ya-;-t8-;'2Y-------:.,--------- --_._----_.-

2'1 ()f U =-4. 0 
-'- --- ---' ...... -.-------_._ .. -

GO TO 29 
21 Ofl)= ARfl,l,2'*AISOT(IJ/TfL) . . 

--~ --'---0 f L,;;',htiGTot"iifL, ,- .. ---.--- .. --: .... ---.-.- .. ----.~---.-.-: ... --.... -... _ ... -............. --: .. --......... -.. --. 

29 ARfl,l,~)= Ofl) 
-- :3 0 CONTI NiTE--- -.. ----.. -...--;..--'------.-..... ---

.CAll. PATt:JJ( I ,~.,_,A' _ ... _ .. __ . .._ ............ ____ ._._ .. _ .. 
C OATFIT RETURNS PARAMETRES OF FITTING CURVE AND OEVIATln~s 

... PRINT 7,1 __ ,1,1 _____ . . . . .. .' _ 
7 FORMATfl1 * I/T(*,ll,lH),* 

X * ITCAlCf*,Il,lH' , 
'--'-'P-R-fNT-6-;---'ITA-R'1r,-J-;Nf-~N=f 93 '--;J=T;KP"'----------------·· "-' --..... ~-------- .. -~-... -.--~-

6 FOR ~ A.Tf.3( 5J~., __ E.l? _~~ , ._' 
PR INT 99 
CAll GRAPHfK,lABEL,I' 90 .. -- ... CONTI NUE-- -----...... - .----... ----
GO TO 200 

1~5~1~~C~AlL TVE~N~IO~-------------------- ,,--.---.•. -------_._---
STOP -._- ------END 
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INTEGER TERM IN 
TERMIN=7HNO MORE 

.. 115-

--rc---R-EAO--I, ---CA B eC----------------- -- .-------------.--------- ---.-. ----.---- -.- ---- .. ----.----------
I FORMAT UIO' 

-·---------1 F (--LA -s r:CE-d:--1'-E-R M fN fG-O trf Too----·----··-----·------ ----------------- -... --- --- ----
IT=6 

-12 READ (6' LBL . 
IF(LBL.EQ.lASR' GO TO 15 -----------IF--·ITer:"Ec-:;-i EOFT-C-(:i"l'-tf-~f ----. ------- - ------------------------- .------ ---------- --------. 
00 qq I J=I, It ---- ·_'---·--R'e-i-o-f6-'-OUMM"----------····- ------i .----- ---.-.-... ------.. --.- -.- -----.--" .. -- -------- .. "-. 

qC; CONTINUE 
REAC (6' ECF 
IF (E NDF I L E 6' t 2 ,7 

-~f---- PR 1;..,-T6-,fBC;iA1fEI-~IT--------------- ----- ---------------- ---. - -------------- --------------
6 FORM~T(5X,AI0,*SOMEHOW AN EONFllE HAS OISAPPEAREO*' . 

---------1"* -. THi S--SE-r Of -[jAT,f-.,A lO;*HAS NOT BEEN --REA-o-ok tA"-E.~t2;------~--
GO TO 5 

---;1;--,5~-----..RE-ADT~rKTIl_;KT21~-K ( 3 f-----·--~'----------------·------·----------

00 10 1=1,3 L=K(t ,-- -- ----- ----------- --- -.---------

READ( 6' « ~RtL!_~_d:_t,A'~J_L,_J._,2)' ,J=l_~J.J __________ _ 
CONTlMJE-to 
REAO(6' EOF 

-----:P=-:R~I"-"N'='-T-T3~B e: , K «n, K(2t, KT3;--- -----,.--_ .•. _----- -'---

13 FO~MA H 113_~ __ Q!~!~!-ABEJ:.= ___ , A 1_0 , *NO. OF PTS_~ _.tN __ AR_RAYS _!~E.,.3T to,. 
NP=O 
KKt<=~AXO (t<(l )'K(2 ',K (3' , 
PRINT9,(fAR( t~-J,t";,AR( t ,J,2' ',J=i,3f,j=t~'kKK', 

9 FORMAT( 3(IOX,2EI2.1t" 
C-YHIS--rS---NOTTHE-CROERTHAf--:fHE --POINt-S--W-ERE-,rEAD-ONfo-TlfF-'fAPE-~----

REWIND 6 -- .. -- .. - - R E TTj R N ...... -- .-------.---

5 
60 

PRINT 60, LABEL 
fORMATCAi6,"'--tSNOT ON' f-A"PE 6 -'., 
C;O TO 11 --iOO-NP=999 ---.-... ------------... -.- --.. -.---.--.. ---...... -----.. -_ .. -.-----. ------- ----
REWIND 6 
RETURN -
END 

i 
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SU8ROUTTNE--l'fNlS Q (X ~v~;N;A~-s:'iGM~,S'i~s-B'~~~~~--'-' -, .-··c-··....-

. DIMENSION X(N"V(N',A(2) ,.. '.. ," c ---(i" N''lS'Q- ·YS-:-A--t.-iNE·,A R '-i: EAS·r .... SOAifes .. · ';:-i T - ~ ... ---. -.-.:.---.----~--

C N=NUM8ER OF POINTS,A_S ARE PA:..:..;R~A~M~._· ..::;:O~F_--=.l..:..IN:..:.·.::.E---,....;.....,-___ --:-
C SIGMA = RMS DEV. . . 
C SA=STO. DEV. OF I NTERCEPTlS8=STD.DEV. OF SLOPE' . 
-·----.. -FN·:;,-FLO·A·',.-afr-· -- -.------ ._.- .. -. .. ..- .--.... -"--"-'--'-"-'--' '---.---,-

SUMX=O.O . 
-"---SU~'-YSQ=6-.--O---- --,-.-- ... ~---. .....,.-... -- ---_._-.. __ ._--

'. SUMV=O.O 
SUMXSQ=O.O 
SUMXV=O.OO -----SUM 6-EV;(j ~'tf -.-:--..... _' --:-'--"--~"--:-,~--'-'--"--"-----"'-~-:'-"'-'~- -:--_ ... -~~-.~ -
DO 10 t = 1.N, . ,". ", -'. ,.' . '. ",' ---·_-·s U Mi<';';su-:~x-+xTtT-"----'-""-'-'-'-"--'''-'' .------ ........ - -.. -.. - ........ - .. _ ... -.-:-........ --... . 

___ -:,x~SQ = X f I ,_*-':X.:.....:(,..::I~' __ --,-__ -7-__ 

XV=XfU*V(t) 
SUMXSQ=SUMXSQ+XSQ ~ . - _ '.' , . - .. - --_.-SUMY-"; s-u';'-v+ vf' -;' -- --.--.---:.---.-----... -. ---.--.. -.--------. --.-. - ... ---.-.. -.. --'---"-" 
SUMVS Q=SUP'VSQ+V I I' *v ( I ,_ .... _" .. ___ ... __ ~ .. __ . ___ ._._._ ........ ___ c.' --- ...... ----.. SUMX,i,;,S·UM-XV.iv .... -.. ---.... -.-', ..... -- .. 

10 CONT INUE 
---=-'--A f2';-::( """ S""U""'M=,X:;-:;*'""'S=U=MV-FN*SUMXV' I (SlJMX*S-UMX-FN*SUMXSO' 

A( 1 )=f SUMV-A( 2' *SUMX' iF N . 
.. -.. -. - .. , sIGMi';;SQR-rTrsUMYS-C':':·ATlr.SUMY::'A( 2 ,-.slhfxv, HFN='r~-n .-.. ---..... 
. _ .. _ .. _ ... S8=.S~,~M A*.~QRTf..F:NIJ.F..~ .. su.~x.~"O-SUMX*.~? '-'-_ ........... _ ... ___ , , ...... _ .. _._ 

SA=S'GMA*SQRTfSUMXSQ/(FN*SUMXSQ-SUM)(**~" 
RETURN ------·-:-Eiiib' .. --.. -. ----'-'--"- ------.-.. ----.---.-.. --.... -"" -........ --.. --.... ---,---." ... - ... '-.---"'-

~-- - - - - - _. - ._. _. - -.- - - - - _ ... _-' - :.: ..... -_._---- ........... --------.. __ ._~ .... - .. -.~ .. --:~: .. -

-.. -- ... , ....... ---- -.--... --.' .. ~- .. . - •••• , ••••• - -: _ •••• ': ........... - •• --_ •••• ---,' - .... """?-- ... - ._._. 

SUBROUTINE TEMPERfY,KP' 
COMMON/ARIAR(3.200,3,;AMASS(5t 

. COMMON/TMH"T·MM(3. 2f'-QCAlC (3, :fJ, T( 200" ~'(f( 2o;fC---·-·-·----~: . 
-' _. __ o..Q._ .. 2.1? .. .J.:::.l ,K~ .. _ .. ,_ .. _ ... _L. _______ . __ . __ •• _ .. _· _____ ,-._._ .... _._.':""'_;"':' 

V= AR ( r. J, 1 1 * 1 000. . 
TfJ'= 32.945+V*(lZI.88+V*(-3.039+V*0.094"" 
TfJ,= "1.-'(TfJ·,.' -273~i', ....... -' .--- ... '"-' ........ -...... ::-: .. -; .. 
AR(I,J.IJ= T(J' ",:' .. ,. "'2'C"- "CONTJNUE .... -.-.. - ...... -- ....... ---.-- .. - ', ..... ,- .. ---------- ... ---------.------- .... -.-.;-- .... --c----.. 
CAll MAXMINfT,KP,TMAX.TMINJ .. '" "'. ' .. , - '--TM-M'ff";"iT =T·;.;Tif---·-·--.. · .. - .. · .... - .. ---.... -.-----' - .. --:--.~---.---

. __ ~ __ ~~~~~~2.'=.:r~-AX--- .. --. _ ... ~_ .. __ ' '''' ...... : ___ ._ .. _._._ ... _..:.~,_,:::: .. , ..... _.~ ... ~.--

END 

.. XBL679.-4870 .. 
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. 'APPENDIX D 

SYMBOLS USED 

gas density 

most probable gas velocity 
.1, 

number of molecules 

number of moles 

molecular weight in grams per molecule 

zero point energy of the solid 
t 

Boltzmann constant 

absolute temperature 

Planck constant 

frequency of vibration 

partition function 

vaporization coefficient 

mean distance betw'een .ledges 

mean distance between "kinks" 

lattice crystallization energy 

formation energy of a single' "kink'" 

mean free path of an adsorbed atom 

surface diffusion coefficient 

L\F* activation free energy 

P pressure: 

P equilibrium pressure eq 

R gas constant 



,6J{0' 

€ 

K 

KSB 

.. mle 
pt 

M 

* E 

I 

(hId) 

-ll8-

" .:' 

standard enthalpy of·reaction· 

vaporization rate 
.. ' 

emissivity 

the rmoconduct ivity . . " 

Ste fan-Boltzmann cons'tant 

. mass to charge ratio of an ion 

apparent pressure. 

molecular 'Weight in grams per mole 

activation energy of a reaction 

.ion current 

Miller indices of a crystal face 

..... 
. , 
'.'" 

\ 
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